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FOREWORD

T H Is M O N o A P H is a successor to my earlier one (now out of print)
called Shalvls: a study in Indo-Europeatr itrfluctrces,Her Majesty's Stationery OfFice, London, 1955. The scope of the first chapter is more or less
the same, only minor changes having been made. The second chapter,
howevcr, which was formerly entitled 'The Shawl in Europe', has now
been narrowed in scope to cover only 'The Kashnir Shawl in Europe:
its Influence and Imitation'. This has been considered necessary in view
of the subsequent expansion of knowledge about European shawl
history, and because more specialized studies by the appropriate
authorities are now in preparation.
I have reached this decision in consultation with nly colleagues in the
Museum's Department of Textiles, and I am especially grateful to Miss
N. K. Rotllstein and Miss W. E. Hefford for going carefully through
the text and making many detailed suggestions. 1 also have to acknowledge much patient help from Miss B. Tyers of my own Department
in preparing the revised material for the printer.
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THE KASHMIR SHAWL

O R I G I N A N D TECHNIQUE

T H E E N G L I S HW O R D 'shawl' is derived from the Persian shal, originally
denoting a class of woven fabric rather than a particular article of dress. In
traditional Indo-Persian usage slid could equally well apply to a scarf, a turban, a
mantle, or even a coverlet, the distinguishmg feature being that the material was
fine wool or some other kind of animal fleece. The Italian traveller Pietro della
Valle, writing in 1623, observed that whereas in Persia the scial or shawl was
worn as a girdle, in India it was more usually carried 'across the shoulders'.'
Worn by Indians as a shoulder-mantle, the shawl was essentially a male garment; its degree of frneiless was traditionally accepted as a mark of nobility.
Although a garment so simple in shape and form undoubtedly had a long history
not only in India but also in the Near East,2 the fulest brocaded woollen shawls of
the modern era are synonymous with the name of Kashmir.
The origins of brocade-weaving in Kashnlir are obscure. Accorhng to local
legend recorded in the first half of the nineteenth century,J the founder of the
industry was Zain-ul-'Abidin (A. D. 1420--7o), whom historians have called the
Akbar of Kashmir, in recognition of his enlightened rule and promotion of the
arts. Zain-ul-'Abidin was said to have introduced Turhstan weavers for the purpose.4 This claim has been challenged by the distinguished art historian, Dr Moti
Chandra, who believes that brocaded shawls were woven in Kashmir at least as

Pietro della Valle, vol. ii, p. 248.
Herodotus, in the fifth century B.c., described Egyptians as wearit~ga woollen garnlerit in ternu \vllich
indicate a shawl (Book 11, 81).
Baron Charles Hiigel, p. I 18.
4
The introduction of new weaving techniques into Kashmir 'from distant countries' during Zain-ul'Abidin's reign, and that these included woollen fabrics, is confirmed in an early text known as Srivara
Pandita's Rajatnrangitri. See Chandra and Agrawala, 'A note on some cultural references in Srivara Pandita's
Rnjotorarzgini' in B~llletincfPrince cf Wales Mtrserrtn, Bon~bay,no. 7 , 195942, pp. 35-40.

early as the eleventh century; but, as his evidence hinges up011 ullcertaii~tiesof
textual interpretation, it cannot be regarded as conc1usive.s
The technique of Kashmir shawl-brocading is knowil to historians as the twilltapestry weave, because of its basic similarity with the technique traditioilally
employed in western Europe for tapestry weaving. According to this, the wefts
of the patterned part of the fabric were inserted by means of wooden spools
(Kashmiri tojli), without the use of a shuttle. Weft threads alone form the pattern;
these do not run the full width of the cloth, being woven back and forth round
the warp threads only where each particular colour is needed. The only sigilificaiit
difference between the technique as employed in Europe and India is that in the
former case the ground is a plain weave, whereas in Kashmir it is a twill. On the
Indian sub-continent, the nearest parallels are the figured cottoils and silks known
respectively as jomdaizis6 and chondcris.7 However, a distinguishing feature of the
manufacture as practised in Kashmir is the independent role of a designer or
riaqqiislr, who was in fact much more highly paid than the weaver. This aspect
will be discussed in detail later.
The twill-tapestry technique, as practised by Kashmir shawl-weavers, was slow
and laborious and demanded a high degree of specialization. A single shawl with
a large area of pattern sometinles took eighteen months or more to complete.
However, in the early nineteenth century, when designs became increasingly
elaborate, a new practice was introduced of dividing the work of a single shawl
among two or more looms. In this way, a design which had formerly occupied
one loom for eighteen months could now be produced by two looms in nine
nlonths, or by three looms in corrpspondingly less time. After the various parts
of a design had been separately doven, they were handed over to the needleworker (rafugar),who joined them together, the joins being executed with such
subtlety and fineness that it is often impossible to detect them with a naked eye.
In 1821 William MoortFOft (see pp. 6 & 22) described this method of distributing
\
I
work among several looms as a recent introduction.8 He mentioned as many as
M. Chandra, 'Kash~nirshawls' in Bcrlletirl ofprince of Wales Museunr, Bombay, no. 3, 1954,pp. 1-24.
Chandra's dating of the,shawls reproduced with his article must also be regarded as controversial. In my
opinion some are dated much too early.
P. Jayakar, 'Cotton jan~danis of Tanda and Banaras' in Lalit Kala (Journal of Lalit Kala Akadefrri, Nclv
Delhi), 110. 6, 1959,pp. 37-46.
'Chanderi saris' in Marg, vol. xv, no. 4, Bonlbay, 1962, p. 14.
Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. D.260.
5

eight loonls being engaged on a single shawl; but later in the century this number
was often exceeded, and there was one report of a shawl being assembled from
1,500 separate pieces.9 These are so~netimescalled 'patchwork shawls'.
Another inlportant innovation introduced at the beginning of the nineteenth
century was the anlli or needleworked shawl, whch was ornamented entirely
with the needle on a plain woven ground. (It must be added, however, that even
the tiliknr or loom-woven shawls often betray sotnr signs of needlework, because
a rr7f;iynr or embroiderer was usually responsible for tlie final touching-up of the
loom-woven pattern. This touchng-up sometimes included the reinforcing of
colours where needed, and occasionally even more fundamental modificatioils to
the design.) The type of shawl with an entirely needleworked pattern, however, was unknown in Kashmir before the nineteenth century. It was introduced
at the instigation of an Armenian named Khwiija YGsuf, who had been sent to
Kashrnir in 1803 as the agent of a Constantinople trading firm. It had not previously occurred to merchants that simulation of the loom-woven patterns by
the much simpler process of needle-embroidery on a plain ground required very
much less time and slull, and consequently less outlay. The ingenious Khwija
Ytisuf saw hls chance, and with the help of a seamster by the name of 'Ali Baba
produced the first needle-worked imitations for the market at one-third of the
cost of the loom-woven shawls.10 Besides this enormous saving in production
costs, the needleworked shawls at first escaped the Government duty levied on
the loom-woven shawls, which in 1823 amounted to 26 per cent of the value.
As a result, enormous profits were made, and this branch of thc industry expanded rapidly. In 1803 there were only a few rajigars or embroiderers available
with the necessary skill for the work. Twenty years later, there were estimated
to be five thousand, many of them having been drawn from the ranks of former
landholders," dispossessed of their property by Ranjit Singh in 1819, when
Kashmir was invaded and annexed to the Slkh kingdom.
A cloth intended to serve as the ground of an 'nmli or embroidered shawl was
first placed on a plank and rubbed with a piece of highly-polished agate or
carnelian, until perfectly smooth. After this, the design was transferred from
paper to the cloth by pouncing with coloured powder or charcoal. For the
Colonel J. A. Grant, quoted in Kashmeer and its sha~rrls(anonymous), 1875, p. 48.
lo

Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. E.113, p. 33.
Moorcroft, op. [it.

lleedlework, stem-stitch and satin-stitch were most conlmonly used; and in order
to make the stitches as flat as possible against the ground (and therefore sill&r
to the woven patterns), care was taken to nip up individual threads of the warp
in the stitchmg. Moorcroft described the needlework of the first 'atrili shawls as
being less perfect and having the raised or embossed appearance of traditiollal
Indian chain-stitch work, the improved lllethod being learned subsequently
from embroiderers of Kirman province in I ' e r ~ i a .Needleworked
~~
shawls were
made throughout the nineteenth century, and, apart from those si~ilulatin~
loom-woven pattcrns, many were made with scenes depicting human figures,
which will be discussed later in the section devoted to style. It is important to add
here, however, that after about 1850 there was a marked deterioration in the
technique of many 'amli shawls-particularly those with human figures-and
some of the embroiderers resorted to a comparatively coarse chain-stitch, sometimes executed on a cotton ground.l3
The material traditionally used for Kashrnir shawl-weaving was fleece derived
from a Central Asian species of the mountain goat, Capra lrirccrs. This was popularly known in the West either as pashrnirra (from Persian pnshm, meaning in fact
any lund of wool) or cashmere, from the old spelling of Kashmir. The latter term
is particularly misleading, because all shawl-wool used in Kashmir was imported
from Tibet or Central Asia in the first place and was not at any time produced
locally. ' 4
The fleece was grown by the animals as a natural protection against the severities of the winter climate of those regions. It appeared beneath the rough outer
hair-the finest being derived from the under-belly-and
was shed on the
approach of summer. Although goats were the main producers of shawl-wool, a
similar fleece was derived from wild Himalayan mountain sheep such as the Shapo
(Ovis orieiztalis vignei), the Argali (Ovis ammon), the Bharal (Pseudois riayaur), and

Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. D.260, p. 4. See also MSS. Eur. E.113 and D.264.
The fact of the matter is that late 'atnli shawls are very variable in quality. A possiblc explanation is that
the coarser kinds were nude in thc Punjab by less skilled hands.
I4 T o add to the confusion over the use of thc term cashnlere, the British textile trade has now adopted a
ncw definition unrelated to the raw material. According to the Director of the Shirley Institute, Manchester,
the term is used 'to describe a certain type of cloth formerly woven from yarns spun from goat fibres', and
he includes cloth woven with any high-quality wool yam. 'The weave must be 211 weft twill with a larger
nunlber of picks than ends per inch, giving what is also known as the "cashmere twill" or "plain back"
weave' (from a letter to the author dated 19.3.1954).
'2

3

the Hinlalayail Ibex ( C a p m ilrt.x).Is It was even claimed that Tibetan shepherds'
Jogs sometimes grew the same fleece.16
~ o s of
t the fleece reaching Kashmir belonged to one of two distinct grades.
The best and most renowned for its soft silkiness and warmth was known as asli
tiis, which was derived only from the wild animals, collected from rocks and
shrubs against which the animals rubbed themselves on the approach of warm
wcatller. The extrenle fineness of this grade was probably due to the greater
heights at which the animals wintered, and it was this ~llaterialwhch gave rise
to well-known stories of shawls being so fine that they could be drawn through
a thumb-ring-the so-called 'ring-shawls' of Mughal fai11e.~7However, the number of shawls woven in pure nsli tfis was probably never more than a very small
proportioil of the total, owing to its comparative scarcity, the higher import
duties charged upon it, and the much greater time and effort required for its
cleaning and spinning. In 1821, the annual imports of nsli tiis were said to constitute less than one-sixth of the total bulk of other shawl-wool in~ports,and in the
whole of Kashmir there were only two looms specializing exclusively in the
weaving of pure asli tiis.18 In the Museum's collection of shawls, there is at least
one piece whlch can almost certainly be said to have been woven with fleece
derived from a wild animal-probably Capra hircus larrigcr. That is the shawl
reproduced at plate 12, known as the 'Thomas Coulson shawl', since it is known
to have been acquired by an officer of the English East India Compaily of that
name about the year 1770.19
The second grade of shawl-wool was derived from domesticated goats, and
this provided the bulk of the yarn for Kashmir looms, at least until the nineteenth
century. Prior to 1800, most of it came from Ladakh and Western Tibet.
Shortly after the turn of the century, however, there was an epidemic anlong
goats in these areas, and henceforth supplies were derived mainly from herds
kept by nomadic &rghiz tribes and imported through Yarkand and Khotan. In

'5
'O

Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. E.113.

G . T. Vigne, vol. ii, p. 124, and C. E. Batcs, p. 5s.
I7
Manucci, vol. ii, p. 341.
Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. D.260, pp. 1-2.
lP
San~pleswere sent for analysis to H. M. Appleyard, Tcxtile Consultant, of Halifax, Yorksllire, who
reported as follows: 'The yarns and fibres have been exa~lunedmnicroscopically. and the mllcan fibre has been
measured. The yarns are very fine, having fro1115 to 8 fibres in a cross-scction. The lrlean fibre diamneter is
17'3 pm which is near to that of present-day Iranian cashmere' (quoted from a letter dated 1 2 May 1972).

the second half of the century the main source was Sinkiang, and in particular
Turfan.20 As supplies at this period were seldom enough to meet denland, goatfleece became illcreasillgly expensive in relation to other wools. This encouraged
adulteration and a general falling off in traditional standards, which was undoubtedly one of the factors contributing to the decline of the shawl trade in the 1 8 h ,
to be discussed later.
O R G A N I Z A T I O N OF T H E I N D U S T R Y

The earliest detailed account of the Kashnlir shawl industry is that written by
William Moorcroft between 1820 and 1823, preserved in manuscript at the
India Ofice Library, London. These reveal a situation in which division of labour
was far advanced, to the extent of twelve or more indepcndellt specialists being
involved in the making of a single shawl.
First among these were the spinners, who were women working in their ow11
homes. The raw material was given to them in a very dirty condition, their first
task being to separate it into fine fleece, inferior fleece, and hair. The fine fleece
constituted only about one-third of the total weight, and t h s had to be further
divided into two grades of fineness, the second being known as phiri or seconds
wool, which was reserved for inferior shawls. The yarns were spun into lengths
of about 2,500 yards, then doubled and twisted, and for t h s work the spinners
earned a maximum of about one and a half annas or three-halfpence a day.21
The dyers constituted another separate group, buying and selling yarn independently. Moorcroft quotes them as saying that in Mughal times more than
three hundred tints were in regular use;22but by the beginning of the nineteenth
century when he was writing, t h s number had been reduced to sixty-four. Most
of these were vegetable dyes: blues and purples from indigo; orange and yellow
from carthamus and saffron; reds mainly from logwood. But other sources were
also used, including cochineal for crimson, and iron filings for black. Oddly
enough, green was said to have been extracted from imported English baizes or
broadcloths, which were boiled for the purp0se.~3
Before weaving could begin, at least six other specialists were involved. These

22

B. H. Baden Powell, p. 33f.
Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. E.113, p. 7.
Ibid., Eur. F.38, letter dated 21.5.1820.

23

Vigne, vol. ii, p.

127;

and Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. E.113, p.

6
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were the warp-maker, warp-dresser, warp-threader, patterndrawer, colourcaller and pattern-master.
~t was the warp-maker's job to wind the length of warp to the correct number
of thrcads (usually 2,000 to 3,000 double-threaded warps being required for a
shawl); the warp-dresser's to size the warp with starch, and the warpthreader's
to pass the yarns through the heddles and reed. The importance of the patterndrawer, or rraqqish (see illus. no. z), is indicated by the fact that he received the
highest pay-far higher even than that of the weaver.Z4 Patterndrawers were
few in number, and in the second half of the century, when the industry was
very much expanded, the art was still said to be confined to orlly five or six
families.25 The patterndrawer sometimes coloured his own drawing (illus. no.
s), but usually choice and disposition of colour were left to the colour-caller
(mrah grrri). With a black-and-white drawing before him, the colour-caller,
begitlllirlg at the bottom and working upwards, called out each colour, the
number of warps along which it was required to extend, and so on, until the
whole pattern or section of pattern had been covered. This was taken down by
the pattern-master (ta'lirn guri) and transcribed into a lund of shorthand intelligible to the weaver. An original transcription or tn'litrr is shown at illus. no. 4,
and in the painting reproduced at illus. no. 3 the weavers can be seen worlung
with one before them.
Besides those who prepared the warps of the main part of the shawl, an entirely
separate group of specialists prepared the sllk warps of the narrow outer borders
or edgings. The use of silk warps for these parts was intended to give them more
body or stiffness so that the shawl would hang better. However, this had the disadvantage of causing uneven shrinkage and sometimes spoiling the shape of a
shawl when washed.
The weavers were all men, foremost among whom were the rrstids who owned
the looms. The cost of a shawl-loom in the early nineteenth century varied from
one and a half to five rupees (approximately 15p to sop), and a rrstid niight own
anything from three to three hundred looms, each normally employing three
0perators.~6
There were two main systems of contract between the rrstd and those who
According to Moorcroft, pattenl-drawers earned from 2 to 8 armas a day according to skill, conlpared
wit11 the weaver's nlaxinlunl of I anna a day. He calculated I anna as being equal to one old penny.
24

25

C.E. Bates, p.

26

Only two operators when a very simple pattern was involved.

56.

worked h s looms. One was based on piecework, whereby the weavers received
a fired sun1 for every hundred spools passed round as many warps (allowinga
maximum earning in Moorcroft's time of about one anna or an old penny a day
per man, increasing to about double this sum in 1870).~'A second system was
based on partnership, whereby the loom-owner advanced the loom and raw
materials and took one-fifth of the net proceeds of sale.
The spools or tojlis with wluch the weavers worked in place of shuttles were
made of light, smooth wood and had both ends charred to prevent their becoming rough or jagged in use. Each spool held about three grains of yarn; and the
number used in the weaving of a pattern varied from 400 to 1,500, according to
degree of elaboration. In the process of weaving, a cloth was faced downwards
and the weaver inserted his spools from the reverse side. After each line of weft
had been con~pletedto his satisfaction, the comb was brought down 'with a
vigour and repetition of stroke which appear disproportionately great to the
delicacy of the materials.'28 One of the ways by which merchants determined the
quality or standard of weaving was by counting the number of comb-strokes or
wefts to the girah (one-sixteenth of a yard).
In 1821 Moorcroft wrote that there were 'sometimes as many as fifty looms
in a single house, though more commonly not half this number.' 29 Later in the
century, lzowever, a hundred or more looms were sometimes concentrated together. 'I went to inspect one of the largest manufacturies in Kashmir,' wrote a
traveller in the 1860s. 'The proprietor, a Mohammedan, employs 300 hands. His
house is a handsome, three-storied building, well aired and lighted, and the
workers are seated at their looms llke clerks at their desks . . .'3O
Moorcroft described the main profit-makers of the industry not as the loomowners but as the mohkurls or shawl-brokers, who were intermediaries between
the producers and foreign merchants. Later, as the result of the concentration of
loonl-ownershp into fewer hands, there arose a new class in the form of owners
of large manufacturies, known as kcirkhitzidirs. The term ustcid was then applied
to those who worked as foremen or supervisors for the kci~khincidir.3~
The weavers were the most oppressed section of the industry, the majority
27
Za

z9

so
3'

C. E. Bates, p. 54.
Moorcroft, MSS. Eur. E.I 1 3 , p. 17.

Ibid., p. 16.
Colonel Grant, quoted in Kashtneer and its sha~vls(anonymous), p. 48.
C. E. Bates, p. 53.

being depicted as illxlothed, under-nourished, and permanently in debt.
~ o o r c r o f wrote
t
that without the supplementary earnings of wife and children
the average weaver could not even support a f a d y .
After Kashmir had been handed over by the British to the Maharaja Gulab
Singh in 1846, conditions for the weavers deteriorated even further. The Maharaja
levied a poll-tax of Rs. 47-8 per annum on each shawl-~eaver;3~
and i11order to
ensure a constant income from this source he introduced a law forbidding any
weaver-whether half-blind or otherwise incapacitated-to rehquish his loom
without finding a substitute (a condition almost impossible to fulfil). On top of
this, an ad valorcm duty of z~ per cent was charged on each shawl, and its assessment and collection was farmed out to a corrupt body of officials, whose own
illegal exactions were said to have amounted to a further 25 per cent of the value.33
In face of such oppression, hundreds of weavers adopted the dangerous course
of fleeing the country-an escape made difficult by the limited number of mountain passes and the fact that they were guarded. As a measure of the despair which
drove weavers to this course, it must be remembered that it involved deserting
their farmlies and the knowledge that they would be victimized as hostages.34
Those who successfully escaped settled in Punjab towns such as Lahore,
Amritsar, Ludhiana, Nurpur, Gurdaspur, Sialkot, Gujrat, Kangra and Simla, all
of which produced their own 'Kashnir' shawls. Shawl-weaving had been established at Lahore (probably by Kashmiri immigrants) at least as early as Akbar's
reign (A. D. 15561605),35and in the mid-seventeenth century the French traveller
Bernier also mentioned Agra and Patna in this connection. He added that the
shawls woven in these cities were inferior in softness and texture to genuine
kashmirs, which he attributed to the poorer quality of the water of the plains.36
A more likely reason was the difficulty of obtaining the best goat-fleece. For
centuries Kashmir had monopolized the main sources of supply, and owing to
the lack of suitable passes linking Central Asia with the plains of Northern India
it was difficult to divert supplies.37 As a result, shawl-weavers worlung in the
plains were often compelled to adulterate goat-fleece with Kirman sheep's
32
33
34
35

36

l7

A reduction of Rs.11 was made in 1867.
C . E. Bates, pp. 54-7, and R. Thorp, passim.
R. Thorp, p. 36.
Ain-i-Akbari, vol. i, p. 32. See also Pelsaert, p. 36, and Manriqrte, vol. i, p. 429.
Bernier, p. 402.
Torrens, p. 93.
B. H. Baden Powell, p. 43.

DEVELOPMENT OF STYLE

The earliest documentary references to the Kashmir shawl industry appear in
literature of Akbar's reign (A. D. 1 ~ ~ 6 - - 1 6 0but
~ ) , ~ulfortunatelythey throw 110
light on style. In the Airl-i-Akbnri, or Institutes of Akbar, the Enlperor is revealed
as a keen admirer of the shawls who not only kept his wardrobe well stockec{
with them but introduced the fashion of wearing them in pairs (dosliilln), stitched
back-to-back, so that the undersides were never visible.39 From the same source
we learn that knshtnirs were already at this period renowned as gifts and sent to
distant c0uiltries.4~
There are indications that the shawls most coveted during the early Mugha]
period were embellished with gold and silver thread. In 1630, Maiirique described
the finest examples as having 'borders ornamented with fringes of gold, silver and
silk thread. They [the Princes and Nobles] wear them like cloaks, either muffling
themselves up in them or else carrying them uilder their arms. These choice cloths
are of white colour when they leave the loom, but are afterwards dyed any hue
desired and are ornamented with various coloured flowers and other kinds of
decoration, which make them very gay and showy.'4I Shawls of this type are
often mentioned in the early records of the English East India Company as being
useful articles of bribery. Sometimes they were offered by native officials to the
Europeans, and Sir Thomas Roe, James 1's ambassador to the Mughal court,
records in characteristic language how he indignantly rejected such a bribe
offered by the Governor of Surat soon after his arrival in 1616: 'And pressing me
to take a Gold Shalh, I answered we were but newly friends: when I saw any
constancy in his carriage and the money paid, I would be more free with him,
yet I would receive no obligation . . .'42
In 1668, Bernier wrote that shawls measured about 5 ft by 24 ft and had plain
fields, decoratioil being limited to the end-borders or heads, which were less thnri
one foot i l l depth.43 This shallow~lessof the end-borders appears to have been
characteristic until the beginning of the nineteenth century, when, as will be
shown, they were suddenly enlarged. Thkvenot, Bernier's contemporary, men39
40
41

Ain-i-Akbari, vol. ii, p. I 5 .
Ibid., vol. i, p. 32.

Manrique, vol. i, pp. 428-9. These, o f course, bear no relation to the co~~iparatively
coarse shawl-goods
embroidered with gold thread 'in Kash~nirstyle', and produced in large quantities in the Punjab in the late
nineteenth century.
42
Roe, p. 223.
43
Bernier, p. 403.

I. Abdullah Qutb-Sbh of Golconda wearing a Kaslunir shawl.
Painted about 1670
Bitid MUSB~~I,
Add, MSS, 52%

The pattern-drawer (+iaqqash)and his implements. Painted by a native
artist, mid-19th century
IdaO~C
Library,
K
Add, Or. 1704

2.

' I"'
1

3. Kashlnir shawl-loom, with various appliances used in weaving. Painted by a native artist, mid-19th
century
India 9 f f m Library*Add. Or. 1719

4. Tu'lrtir or coded pattern-guide, as used by Rkhtnir shawl-weavers. Acqvircd in fishuir in 1 8 8 ~
Victorid mzd Albert Museunr, I,M.33-1g34

5 . Designs from a shawl-weaver's pattern-book. Acquired in Kashnlir in 1881
Victoria awd Albert Mrrsecrm. LM.32-1924

tions that the ground colour varied, but that Hindus favoured follimort or deadleaf (jrrillc-nrortr).44
The earliest surviving shawl-piece in a public collection is a fragment preserved in the Calico Museum of Textiles, Ahrnedabad (plate I shows a snlaller
fragment of the same shawl, give11 by Miss Gira Sarabhai of the Calico Museum
to the Victoria and Albert Museum). It consists of part of an end-border with a
repeat of delicate, freely-spaced flowering-plants, rendered in the semi-naturalistic
style of the late seventeenth century. Shawls with similar end-borders are often
depicted in portraits of the Golconda school of painting, a typical example being
the portrait of Qutb-Shah at illus. no. I , facing p. 10.

At this period the characteristic motive of Kashmir shawl-design was a slender
flowering plant with roots (fig. I). It combined the grace and delicacy of Persian
floral ornament (from which it was ultimately derived) with the naturalism
characteristic of Mughal art. In the early eighteenth century, this simple floral
motive was treated more formally, and the number of flowers increased (fig. 2).
At about the same time it ceased to be depicted as a flower with roots and merged
with another well-known Indo-Persian decorative motive-the conventional
vase-of-flowers. Many of the eighteenth century forms betray their dual origin
by retaining both the vase and the appearance of root-growth. The name given
to these floral motives was bii!i, meaning literally 'flower', and it was not until
the middle of the eighteenth century that the outline of the motive began to
harden into the rigid formal shape which later came to be known in the West as
44

Thkvenot, vol. iii, p. 37.
II

the cone or pine (but still known in Kashmir as bitci). Although this motive had
antecedents in Near Eastern textile patterns of the seventh or eighth ceilturies
A . D . , ~ sthe cone in the varied forms in which it became associated with shawls
was clearly the product of separate development.
Independentlv of the Kashinir bfirrs, another type of cone based oil the leaL
form appeared more or less simultaneously in Persian decorative art. Tlus Persian
form had an important influence on the subsequent development of the Kashmir
cone, giving rise to a variety of cone forms which were conlmon to Indo-Persian
art of the period.
A further stage was reached in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, when
the Kashmir cone begail to lose track of its naturalistic, floral origin and became
a purely conventional form (fig. 6). This prepared the way for a final stage of
abstraction when the cone became elongated and transformed into a scroll-like
unit as part of a complicated over-all pattern (fig. 8).
Evidence of the styles of cone fashionable in India, Persia and Turkey in the
year 1823 is available in the form of eight signed and dated colour-drawings
acquired by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, in 1962.4~These are

included among the thirty-four drawings which Moorcroft despatched from
Kashmir to England in that year and are reproduced at illus. nos. 6-13.
As guides to dating, the different stages in the development of the cone must be
regarded with caution. Because a certain form came into vogue at a certain period,
45

0. Falke, fig. 3 5 ; and A. C. Weibel, fig. 51.
C. Karpinski, 'Kashmir to Paisley' in Bcrlletin o j t h e Metropolitan Mtrseun~oJArt, N e w York, November,
1963, pp. 116-24. Two of the drawings are reproduced in colour.
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it did not necessarily follow that earlier types were superseded. In fact, it often
happened that the older well-tried motives and patterns ouhved the new.
Kashmir shawls were first worn in fashionable circles in the West in the thrd
quarter of the eighteenth century, and by 1800 the shawl trade between Kashmrr
and the West was well established. The appearance of Europeat~agents ill Kashn i r added fresh colour to an already cosmopolitan scene. 'At t h s city,' wrote
~ o o r c r o f frorrl
t
the capital, Srinagar, in 1822, '1 fmd merchants from Gela and
from other cities of Chinese Turkestan, from Uzbeck, Tartary, from Kabul, from
Persia, from Turkey, and from the provinces of British India engaged in purchasing and in waiting for the getting up of shawl goods differing as to quality
and pattern irr coujirmity to the taste ofthe marketsfor which they are itrtrtded in a
degree probably not suspected in Europe.'47 Some indication of the diversity of
tastes for which the Kashnliri weaver catered is indicated by the descriptions of
shawl-goods given in Appendix 2, compiled by Moorcroft during h s three-year
investigation into the shawl industry. In the preparation of designs for the
Western market, one merchant in particular-an Armenian named Khwija

FIG. 6. 1815 onwards

FIG. 5. 1770-1600

Yisuf (already mentioned as the originator of the 'amli or needleworked shawl,
p. 3)-appears to have had an important influence. He had been sent to Kashruir
in 1803 by a trading firm at Constantinople, in order to have shawls made according to patterns that he took with h1m.4~
4'

Moorcroft, MSS. Eur.
Tessier, p. 27.

G.28, letter dated rz Novenlber

1822.

~ h w i j aYiisuf's original idea in introducing thc needlcworkcd shawl was lo
and undersell the loom-woven patterns. About 1830, however, the
~~~edleworkers
began producing a distinct style of design with human figures,
usually illustrating one of the well-known poetical romances of
literature, such as the K/rotrrsn ('Five Poems') of Nizami (see pl. 27), and the
'ly~-i-&risk ('Criterion of Knowledge') of Abu'l Fazl. It was said that Ranjit
Singh (who held dominion over Kashxnir from 1819 to 1839) especially admired
this type of shawl and advanced five thousand rupees for a pair to be worked with
scenes illustrating his victories (only one of whlch was completed).49 In the
second half of the century 'ornli shawls were sometimes embroidered in the form
of a
map of the capital, Srinagar, a fine example being included ill the
Museum's collection (pls. 42-4). 5O

The nineteenth-century popularity of the Kashmir shawl in Europe undoubtedly owed much to romantic associations with the 'mysterious and unchanging East'. The new popular journalisnl of the period was always ready to
foster such associations, and this led to the publication of innumerable articles by
unqualified authorities setting out to explain the alleged antiquity of Kashmir
motives and patterns and even ascribing to them an elaborate symbolisn~.Typicdl
of them is an article which appeared in the magazine ~otrreholdWords, founded
by Charles Dickens: 'If an article of dress could be immutable, it would be the
49

Vigne, p. 124.

Another map-shawl, embroidered in 1870, was published in the Magozinc oJArt, vol.
P P 452-53.

25,

London,

1901,

[~ashnlir]shawl; designed for eternity in the unchanging East copied from
patterns which are the heirlooms of caste; and woven by fatalists, to be worn by
adorers of the ancient garment, who resent the idea of the smallest change . . .'sl
Rcpetitioti of such nonsense over a long period had its effect. On the one hand,
it belied the true character of the Kashmir industry as a living and developing
tradition adaptable to charlgiiig conditions; and on the other, it obscured the
irnportaiit influence exercised upon those changes by European taste.
One way of tracing the development of Kashnlir designs in the nineteenth
century is by examining shawls depicted in contemporary European portrait
painting and costume engravings. These show that the shawl most popular in
the first two decades was of rectangular shape with a plain field and large serninaturalistic floral cones in the borders.52 Examples are often depicted in French
portraits of the period, particularly in the works of Ingres. Shawls feature in his
portraits of Mme RiviPre ( I 805), Mnle la Comtesse de Tournon (I 8I:), Mnle de
Senonnes (I 814), Baronne Popenheim (18I 8), and the Stamaty Fanlily (I 8I 8).53
A distinctive feature of the cone at this period was its streamer-like bending
tip, reminiscent of the earlier cypress-and-almond-tree motive of Persian art.54
By 1815 the semi-naturalistic floral cone had begun to give way to a more formal, abstract type (figs. 6 and 7). Shawls with a diapered or trellised field were
also coming into favour, and among these was the square shawl with a medallion
in the centre and quarter medallions at each corner, know11 as the chnr~d-dir or
'moon shawl' (pls. IS, 18, 19). In 1823, Moorcroft remarked that Persian taste
favoured shawls in which the pattern 'almost completcly covers and conceals the
colour of the ground'; and this probably refers to shawls of the type shown at
plates 24 and 25.
The mid-nineteenth century was a period of great prosperity for the merchants
and dealers, and also one of artistic decline, when foreign taste incrcasiilgly
dominated shawl design. The French were the main instigators, and it was in the
year 1850 that the first French agents arrived in Kashmir with a nlission to
~mprove'the traditional designs.55 In the following decade many visitors to
4.

Household Words, 28 August 1852.
The French shawl merchant Rey, writing in 1823, stated that prior to this ~ e r i o dthe cone was 11cver
lllore than nine inches in height (J. Rey, p. 146).
53
Most of these are reproduced by R . Rosemblum, Ingres, London, 1967.
5 4 Textile historians usually refer to this motive as the cypress 'bent by the wind'; but in fact i t represents
the natural form of the tree, the topmost shoot o f which always bends.
55BB
H.. Baden Powell, p. 41.
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Kashnlir reported-sometimes with approval but more often with aIarnlbthat
'French patterns and new colours, such as magenta, are beginning to prevail over
the genuine Indian designs.' 56 One of these accounts is perhaps worth quoting in
full :
'The great estimation in which Cashmere shawls are held in France, allc{ the
consequent demand for them, have induced some of the large houses in that
country to keep agents in Srinugger [Srinagar, capital of Kashmir]. One result
of this is that the French design patterns in Paris and send them out to Cashmere
for execution. Although these designs are all in the oriental style, they are no
'6
iinprovenlent upon the old work of the natives . . . The French patterns," says
Mr Simpson, who brought to the country an experienced artistic eye, "were
perhaps purer than the old; they contained more free and sweeping lines, but
they wanted the mediaeval richness of the native taste. It nlay bc described as the
difference between a piece of Rococo ornament and what an artist of the thirteenth century would have produced. There was a distinguishing character about
the original style which is being rubbed out by this foreign ilduence".'57
From other accounts we learn that the weavers themselves resented this foreign
interference. 'At first (and in fact until within a few ears) much dficulty was
experienced in persuading the native designers to alter or amend their patterns.
They were attachcd to their old style and would not accept alteration; but now
this difficulty has been overcome and the weavers are willing to adopt hlnts, in
fact they now seldom begin to work till the pattern has been inspected or approved by the agent for whom they work.'58
Although Simpson's explanatiori of the French contribution to Kashmir design
is not very clear ill expression or terminology, it nevertheless gives important
clues. In referring to the 'mediaeval richness' of the traditional as opposed to the
French patterns he probably had in mind the marginal ornament of mediaeval
European illuminated manuscripts, before which the eye is made to wander
restlessly, in convolutions, in marked contrast to what he calls the 'free and
sweeping lines' of the French or 'rococo' style, so characteristic of the late designs
of both Kashmir and European shawls.
s6

Colonel J. A. Grant, quoted in Kashtrteer and its sliawls (anonymous), p.
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W. Sinlpson, It~diaotlciettt attd trrodertt, p. 5 . Simpson, a well-known English water-colourist, visited
Kashnlir in 1860 to paint shawl weavers and embroiderers. T w o of his paintings are reproduced in the
above work.
57
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Letter from Aniritsar shawl agent, quoted by B. H. Baden Powell, p. 41.

European intervention in the preparation of designs was so genera at this
that when Kashmir shawls were shown at the contemporary intenutiond
exhibitions of 'art and manufactures', t h European agent who commissioned a
shawl was given full credit for the design. At the Exhibition of P ~ u ~ j amanub
factures held at Lahore in 1873, first prize was awarded to an Anlritsar shawl
designed by an Englishman, Mr R.Chapman.59
Sonletin~es,when a merchant was dissatisfied with a finished shawl, he cut out
certain sections of the pattern and ordered others to be substituted. In this way,
the whole appearance of a shawl was sometimes changed while in the merchant's
hands.60
In the 1860s Kashmir produced the reversible shawl, the pattern being identical
on both sides of the cloth. This did not reflect any significant departure in technique, but was achieved by slulful trimming of the loose weft threads on the
reverse side, and the outliiling of all the main details in the pattern by needlework. The example at plate 37 was shown at the Paris Exhibition of 1867 and
bears its original exhibition label which reads: 'Scarf of quite a new fabric. Shows
the same on both sides. Sent by Diwan Kirpa Ram,bI Kashmir. Price:
L37 12s od.'
From about the second quarter of the nineteenth century Kashmir had to face
competition from Persia;" but laclung the former's longer experience of patterned shawl-weaving, the Persians were never able to produce shawls of comparable quality. There were two types of Persian shawl which have to be
mentioned. The first is woven in the same twill-tapestry technique, the patterns
being influenced by those of Kashnlir but at the same time distinguished by
bolder floral treatment and a more architectural emphasis in design. Moreover,
the predominant colour is a rather deep red not at all characteristic of Kashmir.
A few specimens of this type survive in museum collections, usually in the form
of coverlets or prayer-mats.63
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B. H. Baden Powell, p. 45. The particular shawl is reproduced in the fore~ncntiolledwork, facing p. 4.5.
B. H. Baden Powell, p. 46.
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This was the name of the Prime Minister of Kashnlir at that time.
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Describing Kir~nanprovince, the French traveller Dubeux remarked '.
lnanufactures de chalcs qui imitent ceux du Caschmir' (LnPerse, p. 57).

63

. . on y voit un grand no~nbrcds

Exa111ples in the Victoria and Albert Museu~n(Textile Dept.) are ~.41-1932,~.39-1912, 1061-75,
lo61a-75, and 346-1880.

The second type of Persian shawl which competed with Kashnlir ill
nineteenth century was known as the Hirssaiti Qiili K h r . These are even more
easily distinguishable by the fact that they were woven in silk on harness-loomr,
the *used sections of the wefts on the ullderside being left floating.
THE FINAL COLLAPSE

Between 1850 and 1860, shawl exports to Europe more than doubled, far exceeding the total estimated output of the whole industry at the beginning of the
century.64 In the following decade, however, there was a sudden contraction in
the market. The average Kashtnir shawl of that time (such as the example show11
at plate 40) was no longer equal to the best products of the Jacquard looms of
Lyons and Paisley and yet was more expensive to buy. O n top of this decline
came the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, resulting in the closure of the French
market for kasllmin, and the sin~ultai~eous
and quite sudden eclipse of the shawl
as an article of fashion. From being the pride of every girl at her marriage and
coming-of-age, the shawl was relegated to the grandmother's wardrobe. As a
result, the Kashmir industry, so long geared to Western demands, was doomed.
Collapse of trade was followed by the severe famine of 1877-9, when shawlweavers are said to have 'died like flies'. Most of the survivors, having hands so
refined and delicately adjusted to the technique of shawl-weaving that they were
useless for most other occupations, subsequeiltly died in destitution.65 Only the
needle-workers experienced teinporary respite, adapting themselves to the
embroidering of coverlets, table-cloths and similar goods for the tourist market.
Within a generation of its final phase of prosperity the shawl industry was dead,
and the art of its weavers irrecoverably lost.
The export figures were A171,ooo in 1850-51, and Aj51,ooo in 1860. Estimates of the earlier output are
based on Moorcroft MSS. Eur. E.113, p. 29.
65

According to evidence handed down verbally, some Kashmir shawl weavers were recruited for carpetknotting.

T H E KASHMIR SHAWL IN E U R O P E :
ITS INFLUENCE AND IMITATION
SH O u L D E R - M A N T L E s became fashionable wear in western Europe in the
second half of the eighteenth century; but they were at frrst mostly home-woven
in light materials, often plain muslin. The iiltroduction of decorative woolletl
shawls from Kashmir coincided with the early development of t h s fashion, but
there is no evidence that they initiated it.
Perhaps the earliest reference to the Indian woollen shawl being worn in
Europe is in one of Laurence Sterne's letters to Eliza, dated 1767.' Eliza, of
course, had then recently arrived in London from India, and it would be in
keeping with her character to suppose that she herself might have initiated the
Western fashion by bringing with her a selection of kndrmirs when she sailed
from Bombay in 1765. However that may be, we know that shortly after this the
fashion caught
Its main attraction at thls stage was its warmth and unrivalled
softness of texture-qualities which British woollen manufacturers noted with
envy, and were soon inspired to try to equal.
There is evidence to suggest that Britain may have been ahead of France in
attempting to produce a woollen shawl to compete with the kndrmir. The
pioneering centre was Norwich, where experiments were made in the 1780s in
blending Spanish and Norfolk flockwools.3 At t h s stage the patterns were
needleworked, a good example surviving in the form of a valance at Blickling
Hall, Norfolk (now owned by the National Trust). Another, described as a
'Shawl counterpane . . . equal in beauty and far superior in strength to the India
counterpanes', was awarded a prize by the Royal Society of Arts in 1791.'
Edinburgh weavers were perhaps the first to imitate Kashmir shawls in pattern as
well as texture, and this they achieved by a brocadiilg technique. Unfortunately

'

Letter 193, dated 30 March 1767, in Letters oJ'Laurertce Stcrtre, ed. L. P. Curtis, Oxford, at the C h r c ~ l d o ~ l
Press, 193s.
Philosophical Transactions (Royal Society), vol. 67, pt 2 , 1778, letter dated 17 April 1777.
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Transactions (Society o f Arts), vol, vii, 1789, pp. 167 A:
Ibid., vol. x , 1792, pp. 196 A.

Ilolle of the brocaded Edinburgh imitations are known to have survived, and it
is doubtful whether the cost of production would have nude comnlercial success
possible. About 1803 both Norwich and Edinburgh weavers began illlitating
kod~nrirsin the harness loom, employing silk warps and woollen wefts. By 1808
Paisley weavers were competing in the same way; and it1 1812 they made a n
important advance with the iiltroductioil of the 'ten-box lay's-a device which
allowed five shuttles to be held in the loon1 simultaneously, thus greatly facilitating the weaving of multi-coloured patterns in the harness-loom. As a result,
Paisley weavers were able to make close copies of Kashmir patterns. Agents were
then posted to London to trace the latest shawl designs as they arrived fro111
India. These tracings were despatclled at once to I'aisley; and within another
eight days inlitations were being sold in LOII~OII.
The Paisleys were priced at
about k12, in conlpetitioil with the originals at A70 or ~ I O OSo. successful was
this enterprise that by 1818 Paisley imitations were reaching markets as far afield
as Turkey and Persia.6 Paisley mallufacturers even tried exporting to India. In the
following year several consignmerlts were despatched with this end in view, and
in Moorcroft's letters written from India in 1820 and 1821 there are accounts of
how they were received: 'At first sight the Shawl Merchants of this country were
deceived, but on handling then1 a look of surprise has spread over their countenances, and on closer examination they discovered that the shawls were not of
Kashmeeree fabric. They gave great credit to British artists for their close imitations, but considered them as inferior to the Kashrneeree originals, and exhibited
substantial reasoils in support of their opinion. They showed with obvious
gratification the superior softness, fulliless and richness of feel of Kashmeeree over
British shawl-cloth, of equal number of thicknesses of thread. This superiority,
which must be admitted by a candid examiner, arises from the greater softness of
the goat wool and from a looser twist in the Kashmeeree yarn. . . ' 7
Not to be outdone, the next hope of British manufacturers was to obtain
independent supplies of the precious goat-fleece believed to give Kashrnir weavers
their special advantage.
Direct trade with Tibet or Central Asia was not at that time a ~racticalproposition. For centuries the very limited supplies of shawl-wool coming from that
-

N e w slafislica/ accoirnl o j S c ~ r l o t ~ d1845,
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P. 271;and Paisley Herald,
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November 1859. Both Sources state

that the 'tell-box lay' was introduced from Manchester.
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The Weavers' Magazine, 20 October 1818.
M S . Eur. F.38, letter dated 21 May 1820. Moorcroft inlplied that Norwich as well as Paisley shawls

were reaching India.

source had been monopolized by Kashmiri merchants, and in recent times this
nlollopoly had been confirmed by treaty between Kashmic and Ladakh-the
snlall
bordering Western Tibet (now part of Kashmir) through
which most of the supplies passed. Under pressure from British shawl manufacturers, the East India Company in 1819 conlmissioned George Rutherford, an
officerin their service, to investigate possibilities of diverting supplies into British
India; but these efforts met with little success. The few bales he managed to
secure were shipped to England between 1821 and 1823, only for the manufacturers to discover that the precious fleece had become so thickly felted with
coarse hairs in transit that it could not be economically separated.8 The financial
loss incurred as a result discouraged the Con~panyfrom making further efforts
in this direction.
Supplies from Tibet and Central Asia being impracticable, the alternative was
to try naturalizing the shawl-goat in Britain. This had been thought of as early
as 1774, when Warren Hastings (himself a keen admirer of Kashnllr shawls,
many of which he bought for his wife)9 commissioned George Bogle to visit
Tibet and to procure 'one or more pairs of the animal called tis, which produce
the shawl wool'.1° At this stage ileithcr Hastings nor Bogle was aware that the
animal they named after its wool (tis) was in fact a goat. Nor apparently was the
Teshu Lama of Tibct, for in response to Bogle's request he supplied oilly sheep."
In 1783, Hastings sent another mission to Tibet; this time knowing what nature
of animal was concerned. Captain Samuel Turner, who led the expedition, procured a number of goats; but when brought down into the hot plains of Bengal
the animals were at once afflicted with a 'cutaneous eruptive humour' from
which most of them died. The few survivors were shpped to England but
Eight years later the
arrived so sickly that they all 'very shortly after perished'.~~
idea of importing the goats was again revived, this time by the newly-founded
Society for the Improvement of British Wool. Sir John Sinclair, its energetic
president, wrote to everyone in a position of influence whom he thought might
help, including such d k e l y individuals as Sir William Jones, the eminent
Transac~iotzs(Society of Arts), vol. 46, 1828, p. 13 I.
S. C. Grier, passiti~.A pair of gloves woven
is preserved at the Indian Institute, Oxford.
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Sanskrit scholar.IJ However, Sinclair's perseverance eventually brought results.
I11 1793, the Directors of the East India Company notified him that their agents
at Bussora, in Persia, had procured 'two animals that produce the s h a ~ l - ~ ~ ~ ]
They arrived in England the same year and were sent first to the private zoo at
Earl's Court, London, owned by John Hunter, the famous surgeon.15 ~t was
intended that Ht~ntershould make some crossing experiments before forwarding
thcm to Sinclair in Scotland, but this plan was frmtrated by the early death of the
female without progeny. Nothing more is heard of the male, except that it was
exhibited to the deligl~tof the crowds at the carnival of St Barthololnew at
Smithfield, under the descriptioil of 'a savage beast . . . snared on the lofty and
barbarous mountains of Thibet.'I6
It is a coincidci~cethat about this time William Moorcroft, who has beell
extensively quoted in the first chapter in connection with his investigations into
the Kashmir shawl iildustry between 1820 and 1823, arrived in London from the
north of England, a young man of twenty-four, to seek Hunter's advice about his
career. Since he had already received some medical training at an infirmary,
Hunter advised him to specialize as a veterinary surgeon.'' Moorcroft followed
Hunter's advice, and it was in this capacity that he was sent to India by the East
India Company. Whether or not he had actually seen the shawl-goats in Hunter's
zoo, there is no doubt that from an early stage he had nursed the ambition of
successfully naturalizing thein in Britain. Encouragement, both official and nonofficial, was never lacking. In 1808 (the year Moorcroft left for India) there
appeared in a publication of the Board of Agriculture the colourful statement that
successful naturalization of the shawl-goat 'would offer a richer prize to our
manufacturers than the acquisition of the golden fleece.'
111 1812, Moorcroft got permissioii to lead an expedition into Western Tibet
d,
and returned with fifty shawl-goats.19 On being embarked for ~ n ~ l a nhowever,
l3
Jones replied that he was 111uchtoo busy to help, being 'cngaged fronl ~norningto night in arranging the
new digest o f Indian laws' (Liji., writings and correspondence, p. 208).
'4
Thcse were almost certainly local Kirma~lgoats, not the authentic shawl-goat. Kirlnan goats had provided fleece for the 'shawles' sent to England in the seventeenth century (see p. 10); and in the 1670s unsuccessful attempts had been made to establish a c o l o ~ ~of
y these goats on the island of St Helena (Illdifl
Ofice Archives, Letter Book V , passim).
'5
T. Baird, p. 25.
I6 J. Foot, p. 10.
' 7 H. H. Wilson, p. xx.
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Asiatic Rrseorches (Asiatic Society of Bengal), vol. xii, 1816.
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the male animals were segregated on one ship and the females on another. This
proved a blunder, for the ship carrying the females was wrecked with total loss
on the way home. O f the lonely male goats which arrived in the other shp, the
nlaJ~rity
wcre sick and dying, and oilly four survived the last stage of the jounley
to Blair, in Scotland, where they were to be kept on the estate of the Duke of
~ t h o l l .Within a few months even these died, and once again the experiment
ended in total failure.20
The next and most ambitious attempt of all was made under French auspices.
M. Guillaume Louis Ternaux, a well-known shawl manufacturer, obtained the
semi-official support of the French Governnlent to sponsor an expedition to Tibet
to acquire a flock of goats. The expedition was led by M. AmCdte Joubert, a
Turkish language professor at the Bibliothkque Royale, who was already well
known as a traveller.21 Joubert left France in 1818 and travelled first to Turkey,
then Russia. On reaching Astrakhan, he was told that there was no need to go
to Tibet, because goats of similar species were kept by Kirghiz tribes on the
steppes of Western Kazakhstan. Satisfied with the evidence produced for h m , he
bought 1,289 arlimals and turned for home. By the time he reached France most
of the goats had died; the rest suffered severely from a scab disease similar to that
which had afflicted shawl-goats in Britain. However, between two and three
hundred recovered sufficiently to be made the subject of experiments. Of these,
two pairs were bought by an Englishman, Mr Tower, for separate trials in
E s s e ~Initial
. ~ ~ results on both sides of the Channel were disappointing. The yield
of fleece was extremely low, the male goats averaging about 4 ozs. per year, and
the females only half this amount. At t h s rate, there was little prospect of home
supply ever becoming an economic proposition, although, on the grounds of
quality alone, there was some satisfaction. In 1828, when Mr Tower's original
flock had increased to twenty-seven, sufficient fleece was obtained for three
shawls. These were subsequently woven by Messrs Millar & Sons, of Paisley,
and were widely admired, one of them being awarded a Gold Medal by the
Society of Arts.23
Meanwhile experiments were being made in France by crossing the Russian
species with Angora goats. This increased by five times the quantity of fleece
20
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I'roduced,24 and although unable to fulfil more than a very small fractioll of the
demands of French industry, these goats continued to be a source of shdwl-wool
for some years.
Joubert's expeditioil was the last serious attempt to natur~lizethe ~ l l ~ ~ l
in Europe. But the idea was never entirely dropped, and in 1846, whcll the
British Governiilent lllade over Kashmir as an independent state to the Maharaja
Gulab Siiigh and his heirs, the transfer was conditioiial upon an annual tribute of
'one horse, twelve perfect shawl-goats of approved breed (six males and six
females), and three pairs of Cashmere sl1awls.'~5Thc tribute of goats was later
commuted for a small money payment; but the tribute of shawls continued
throughout Queen Victoria's reign (it was said that she bestowcd them upon her
ladies-in-waiting) and was rescinded on the accession of Edward VII.
To the indefatigable Moorcroft, obsessed with the idea of making British
shawls supreme over all competitors, it was not enough to be defeated in attempts
to naturalize the shawl-goat. With the same zeal he embarked upon a campaign
to naturalize (or at least to promote the immigration of) whole families of Kashmiri spinners, weavers aild pattern-drawers. The campaign never bore fruit, but,
as the story includes much of interest to the student of the period, excerpts from
his correspondence have been included in Appendix 2.
Although British manufacturers pioneered the imitation of Kasllmir shawls in
Europe, they were eventually overtaken by the French who, in the second
quarter of the nineteenth century, were first to exploit for shawl-weaving the
revolutionary invention of the Jacquard loom. With the introduction of the
Jacquard machine, operations whlch had previously depended upon one or more
drawboys working with the weaver at the harness-loom were now automatically
directed by ~erforatedcards, on the same principle as the barrel-organ or pianola.
The actual harness of the loom worked as before, but the weaver's task was
greatly simplified, ~articularlyin the weaving of elaborate patterns. This iimovation profoundly influenced the design of shawls and encouraged the development
of much more complicated patterns covering larger areas of the surface of the
shawl-a development which in turn influenced the design of shawls in Kashrnir.
Jacquard-woven designs characteristic of the 1840s were distinguished by
elongated, multiple cones running from edge to centre and leaving only about
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half the centre-field plain. These were succeeded in the 1850s by cone-shawls, in
what was known as the French 'all-over' pattern. In t h s the whole ground is
figtlred with the exception of a small area in the centre. These shawls sometimes
exceeded twelve feet in length, and individual repeat units of the design sometillles covered as much as a quarter of the whole groutld. Their intricacy of detail
nlarkcd the final triumph of the Jacquard machine.
In the 1850s and 1860s an extremely complex situation was reached in the
illternational shawl trade. O n the one hand, the Kashmir industry was largely
under the domination of French merchants who had settled there, bringing with
them their own pattern-books for native designers to copy. At the same time,
France was producing so-called kashmirs which were often a decade ahead of the
Indian-made designs they were supposed to be imitating, and these in turn were
being copied or adapted at other European centres such as Paisley. In spite of thls,
the idea of a genuine knshnlir as opposed to a European imitation still retained its
associations of superiority, and this explains why some Jacquard weavers in the
West went as far as to simulate Persian lettering on their shawls, to give them an
added note of authenticity.
The last refinement introduced in Europe was the reversible shawl which
probably came as an answer to the reversible shawls of Kashmir, first made about
1865 (pl. 37). The European reversibles were made on the Jacquard loom with a
double set of warps, the repeat sections of the pattern being ingeniously composed
so that opposite sides of the cloth were complementary to one another. The
redundant weft threads, when not engaged in the pattern on either face of the
cloth, were left floating between the two surfaces.
As explained in the first chapter, the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71) marked
the eclipse of the shawl as an article of fashion in the West. More accurately, it
should be said that it marked its eclipse as a luxrrry fashion only, for one of the
factors whlch contributed to its abandonment in upper-class circles was undoubtedly its increasing ~opularityamong the lower classes. By 1870 a Jacquardwoven Paisley shawl could be bought for as little as L 1 , 2 6 and the identical pattern printed on cotton for only a few shdings. Thus, the Kashrnir style, origulally
a mark of exclusiveness and exotic rarity, had now become vulgar and mundane
as a result of its popularity. The surprising thing is that t h s process took as long
as a hundred years.
26 In 1860,the average price of a large Paisley harness shawl was Z ~ Sand
, the cheapest were 17s 66 (Paisley
Museum and Art Gallery, Letters and other papers relating to the evidence given to the Conseil Superiectr . . . :see
Bibliography under MSS.).

APPENDIX
A!, nccourlt of Shawl-Goods produced in Kashmir in 1823
~ o r n ~ i l u d j oMoorcroj
m
MSS. Eur. E. J 13 atrd D.2641

MARKETS

MANUFAC-

TRADE NAME

TUBER'S PRICE

_ -.
_ .,

Do-Shdla (or s/ia~uls
it1 pairs)
Patti parhrrrirra

-_

- --

Kashmir,
Afghanistan

Sonletilnes lllade of asli t i s , but more often From 5 to 6
of the coarser kinds of shawl wool. Length rupees per
4 g a z , breadth rf g a ~ This
. ~ is thick and is g a z
used as a b l d e t o r for outer clothing

Kashnlir

From 20 to
30 rupees per
piece

Shdla yhiri

As its name denotes, it is made of phiri or
seconds wool. Length fro111 34 to 4 g a z ,
breadth I ) g a z

Hrrl~uiit~

plain white cloth of fine shawl-wool with- From 3 to 6
out flower border or other ornament, rupees per
differs in length but is 12 girahs in3 breadth f a z
and is used for turbans and for dyeing

Kashmir,
Hindustan,
Persia,
Afghanistan,
etc.

A shawl with a narrow edging of coloured From 50 to
yarn. From 3) to 3 a g a z in length, and 14 6o rupees per
piece4
in breadth

Kashn~ir,
Hindustan,
etc.

From 60 to
70 rupees per
piece

Kashmir.
Hindustan,
etc.

1

Iauhar shdla sada

Edged by a single border. 3 4 g a z in length,
and 13g a z in breadth

I

' I am indebted to Mr R. W. Skelton, Deputy Keeper, Indian Section, Victoria and Albcrt Museum, for
help in the revision of transliterations.
The standard, or ilzhi, gaz was 3 3 inches.
' A girah was one-sixteenth of a yard.
4
MSS. Eur. D.264 reads 'per pair'.

TRADE NAME

REMARKS
TURER'S PRICE

--With a double border. Same measurements

Froni 40 or
60 to 70
rupees per
piece

Kashniir,
Hindustan,
etc.

Shala chahtir
hlishiyadir

With four borders. Same nleasurements

From 60 to
70 rupees per
piece

Kashrnir,
Hindustan,
etc.

Hishiyadlir khosar
or
Khalil khini

With two borders and two tunga, sonletimes with, at others without, a flower in
the corners. Salrie measurements

From 40 to
SO rupees per
piece

Afghanistan

This has a border of unusual form with
another withln side, or nearer to the tniddlc.
resenibhg the crest of the Wall of Asiatic
forts furnished with narrow niches or
embrasures for Wall pieces. or Matchlocks,
whence its name. Same measurements

Fro111 IOO to
I 50 rupees a
pair

Hindustan,
etc.

Daurdir

With an ornament running all round the
shawl between the border and the field.
Same measurements

From roo to
2,300 rupees
a pair

Hindustan,
Russia

Matandir

With flowers or decorations in the middle
of the field. Same measurements

From 300 to
1,800 rupees

Hindustan,
Turkey

Chand-dlir

With a circular ornament or moon in the
centre of the field. Same ineasurelrlents

From 500 to
2,500 rupees
a pair

Hindustan,
Turkey, etc.

Chauthidir

With four half-moons. Same nieasurements

Froin joo to
1,500 rupees
a pair

Hindustan

With a group of flowers at each corner.
Same measurements

From 200 to
goo rupees a
pair

Hindustan,
Afghanistan,
Persia

With green sprigs without ally other colour
on a white ground. Same measurements

From Iao to
I SO rupees a
pair

Hindustan,
but more
especially
Peerzadas
[sic]

TRADE NAME

I

PeMAPPS

YdlOaS

I
I

With large groups of flow- somewhat in
the form of the cone of a pine with the ends
or points straight or curved downwards.
Same measurcmcntc
With two rows of such groups. Same From loo to
measurements
800 rupees a
pair
With three rows of the same

From 100to
800 rupees a
pair
From too to
a
pair

With four rows of the sanle5

600 rupees

JJmawlsrs
(or gown-pieces)

Sold in lengths of 3# gar by

Khukhabutha

Large compound flowers, consisting of
groups of smaller ones

(Kokd-bird ?)

Small flowers thickly set

Here Moorcroft adds: '.
small.'

I)

gax

to

Uscd by the

I,50O r u p m

per p i m

Penivis a d
Afghans

From za,to
700 Npces
per piece

Kuhriiir,
Hinduscan,
Afghanisun

From 500 to
1,700r u p m
per piece

Persia,
Turkey,
TurLLfOli.
Afghanistan

From 250 to
40'3 rupaes
per p i m

Kashrnir,
T u r k .
To Pmia for
saddlccloths,
curtains. and
women's use

From

300

. .and so on to five upwards. Li the latter case. however. the cones art so~~lcwhat

TRADE NAME

REMARKS

MANUFACTUW'S

Khrr therast
(Khatiirrist ?)

PRICE

I

M-s

Fro111 150 to
300 rupees
per piece

Kashlnir,
Afghanistan,
Persia

Fro111 150 to
730 rupees a
piece

Kashmir,
Persia,
Afghal~istan,
Turkistan

From 200 to
350 rupees a
piece

Kashmir,
Persia,
Afghanistan,
Turkistall

From 300 to
1,000 rupees
a piece

( Bokhara,
Russia, Constantinople
(but not large)

Fro111 300 to
500 rupees a
piece

Deccan, few
to Turkistan

From 300 to
700 rupees a
piece

Afghanistan,
Persia,
Baghdad

From 500 to
I ,000 rupees
a piece

Persia, Constantinople,
Baghdad

From 230 to
400 rupees a
piece

Kashlnir, a
little in Hindustan, much in
Persia and
Afghanistan

From 200 to
goo rupees a
piece

Afghanistan,
Persia

From 200 to
900 rupees a
piece

Turkistan,
Turkey,
Persia

TRADE NAME

TUPEP'S PUCE

Da~vrizda-rang

Fro111 800 to
1.400 rupees
a piece

Turkey

Goole parwane
(Cul-o-parvba ?)

From 300 to
450 rupee^ a
piece

Yarkand

Kayehatrroo
(Ka'i-a~t~ar~'a
?)
salz-ktir
sllfid

These are made by the shawl-weaver alone From 120 to
and go largely into Hindustan where they 130 rupees a
are dyed, the small green flowers being piece
previously tied up in hard small knots so as
to bc protected from thc action of the dye,
and are of course when untied each surrounded by a sri~allwhite field. S1iia11 eyes
of spots of yellow, red and of other colours
are supposed to harlnonize with the green
flowers and the new ground, and these are
added by embroiderers or clriklt-doz

Qasaba or R~niZl
(woman's veil or
square shawl)

I

& to ti g a r square

-

From 303 to
500 rupees a
piece

Hindustan

From 150 to
a
piece

Afghanistan,
Persia,
Turkey

From 150 to
300 rupees a
piece

Afghanistan,
Turkey.
Persia,
Turkistan

From 300 to
350 rupees a
piece

Turkey,
Russia, a few
to Hindustan

From roo to
175 rupees a
piece

Hindustui,
a few to
Persia

300 rupees

Islinli (with r 3 other
JrS,rraluiir patterns)

TRADB NAME

MANUFAC-

TUBER'S PRICE

-i
From 50 to
rupees a
piece

Kashmir,
Afghanistan,
Turkistan,
few to Persia

From 150 to
400 rupees

Persia,
Hindl~stan,
Turkey,
Baghdad,
Turkistan

From 250 to
500 rupees

Persia, Hindustan, few to
Turkey

From loo to
500 rupees

Exported
chiefly to
Russia

From 100 to
250 rupees a
piece

Exported
chiefly to
Armenia, also
Turkey

From 120 to
rupees

Exported
chiefly to
Turkey, a few
to Turkistan

From IZ to
15 rupees

Kashmir (for
domestic use)

From 50 to
70 rupees a
piece

Kashmir,
Kabul,
Afghanistan,
a few to
Turkistan

200

Shash chouthidir

200

Sdda (plain)

Shamlas (girdles for
the waist, worn by
Asiatics)

Sada (plain)

These are 8 gaz in length and I# gar broad,
and of various colours and patterns. They
vary from 50 to 2,000 rupees in price according to the richness of their work

W

B NAME

From 70 to
too rupees a
piece

Kuhmir,
Kabul,
A f g b ,

a few to
Turkutan
With two phaldr and two hdshiya~ (see
Glossary). Grounds of different kinds, as
with flowers, lines, sprigs, etc.-viz. :
From joo to
2,000 rupees
a piece
Waved like water

From 3oo to
1,000 r u p m
a piece

Persia,
Turkey,
Baghdad

In trays or plates

From 1,000
to 1.700
rupees a
piece

Penia,
Turkistan,
Turkey,
a few to
Afghanistall

Snaky

Froill roo to
1,300 rupees
a piece

Persia, a few
to Turkey

Running between parallel lincs

From 3oo to
800 rupees a
piece

Afghanistan,
a few to
Turkistan
and India

Do-shila se phakdar
(shawls with three
heads)

T h s variety contains three phalis (see Fro111 roo to
Glossary) instead of two and goes only to 150 rupees a
piece
Tibet

Cospech or Patki, or
Ttrrbaris

Length from 8 to r o g a x , breadth I gax, and
of all colours. One variety has two phalis,
two tanjirs, and two hl~shi~as
(see Glossary).
Another variety, Mandila, sometimes has a
tar'jir and sometimes not. This is from 8 to
ro gaz in length and about 12 girahs in
breadth

From I 50 to
800 rupees
From 45 to
70 rupees

TRADE NAME

REMARKS

MANUFACTUP~P'S PUCE

r

Khalin pashmina
(shawl carpets)

These are sold per square gax and are made
of any size in a single piece

Frorn ro to
40 rupees pcr
square gaz

Naqsh or Troust-rs

Some are with, others without seuns. The
former are made of two pieces which are
sewn together by the r d i g a r , the latter by
the jarrabdoz or stocking-maker

From zoo to
joo rupees a
pair

Chahdrkhina or
Netted cloth

Used by women. Length indefinite, breadth
fro11114 ~ i r a h s

From 5 to 10
rupees a piece

C u l-badan

Length indefinite, breadth fro111 14 girahs to
I gaz

Fro111 5 to 6
rupees a gnz

Persia,
Afghanistan,
New Shah
Jahan

Lurtgi or Girdlrs

These differ from sharr~las by being in
narrow check and bordered by lines of
ditferent colours. L. 34 g l u , W. 14 g a r

From SO to
75 rupees a
piece

Kashmir,
Persia

Froni 8 annas
to 4 rupees

Kashnlir, few
to Kabul and
Hindustan

From I to 5
rupees

~ashmir,
Hindustan,
Kabul, Persia,
few to Turkey

From 5 to 25
rupees a
piece

Hindustan,
Persia, Turkey,
Turkistan,
Russia

From 300 to
1,500 rupees

Persia, Turkey,
Arabia

Tokhirl or Cops

Jarrdb or Short
Storkinys

M o z a Pashrninn or
Lot9 Stockirrgs

Sakkabposh
(Sdqibposh ?)

-

Flowered and striped in thc guldir and
rr~drarrratstyles

-

Persia,
Hindustan,
a few to
Afghanistan,
and a few ui
Kashrnir

_-__

.

.

-

MANUFAC-

TRADE NAME

hulmm

TUBER'S PRICE

Darparda or Curlains
(for doors or
windows)

The price the
same as
Jamawar, sold
according to
Ineasure

Kquari asp or Saddlecloth

The price the Penia
same as
Jamawar, sold
according to
measure

Persia,
Turkey.
Arabia,
Russia

The price the Hindustan
same as
Jamawar, sold
according to
measure
From

Galdbarid or Cravat

From 12 to
3 0 0 rupees

Hu~dustan

Pistl~nband or
Neckcrchifj

From 5 to I 5
rupees

Kashmir,
Afghanistan.
Persia.
Hindustan

Langota or Waist
Belts

From 15 to
30 rupees

Persia,
Afghanistan,
a few to
Turkistan

From 500 to
1,000 rupees

Persia

Postitr (cloths left long
in the Nap to line
pelisses)
Pdipech or Leggings

300

to

Turkistan,
Persia. Turkey,
Russia, a few
to Afghanistan

Bfiliposlr or Palangposh
(quilts or coverlets)

r ,000 rupees

-

Length 2 g o z , breadth

I

girah. Of all colours From 2 to
rupees

10

Kabul,
Kandahar,
Turkistan,
Turkey, Persia

TRADB NAMB

REMARKS

~ MANUPAGu

r

TURER'S PlUCB

-

From I to I 5
rupees each

Persia,
Afghanistan

-

The price the
salne as
Janlawar

Persia, Russia,
Turkey,
Arabia,
Hindustan

Khalita
(bags or purses)

From 8 nnnas
to 2 rupees

KashnJr,
Kabul

Q ~ b r - ~ o sorh Shrouds
(for tombs)

The price the
same as
Jarnawar

Persia,
Arabia,
Turkistan

Tiqposh (covers or
hangings for recesses, cupboards,
etc.)

The price the
same as
Jarnawar

Persia

Izirband or Waist
Strings
Takin or Pillow-bier

n

APPENDIX
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~oornc$'s proposals for the emigration of Kashmiri weavers, spinners and patterndrawers arld their settlement ir~Britain'
Excerpt from a letter from Moorcroft to Mr C. T. Metcalfe, the East India
~ o n l ~ a ~Resident
i ~ ' s at Delhi, written at Amritsar, 21 May 1820 (MSS.
Eur. F.38).
'. . . I beg to submit to you in relation to the growing importance of the Shawl
Trade in Britain and the obvious advantage of obtaining an early superiority in
the manufacture of the article, from the process of piclung and cleaning the raw
material to that of packing shawls in Bales, whch in Britain is ill-conducted, it
would not be prudent to invite as many Kashmeerees to proceed to Britain as
would be able to go through all the processes employed in this manufacture. The
argument of the expense of this measure can only be estimated by a comparison
of the merits of Kashmeeree and of English artists, a point not yet wholly adjusted, but the absolute expense will not be great considering the present low
wages of the spinners and weavers.
The English borrowed the art of printing Chntz from the artists of this
country and now surpass their teachers, and a similar event may reasonably be
expected in regard to shawls, if the British manufacturers be sdciently attentive
to their real interests, and not suffer immediate profits by cheapness, to delude
them from possessing a paramount and permanent command of the market by
superiority of manufacture.
Through a complete set of Kashmeeree Shawl Artists the English manufacturers will per snltrrm seize the advantages of the science and manipulation the
experience of centuries has supplied to that branch of manufacture, which,
through local circumstances, has been favoured and fostered into a most profitable and most extensive trade, supporting many thousands of individuals, and
for rivalry in which several European Nations are now contending. When the
English Manufacturers shall have gained the whole Mystery of those Artists who
are now confessedly the best performers, let them engraft their own improvements, but let them now start with all 'appliances and means to boot'.
I.

Proposals for the emigration of Kashmiri weavers and their settlement under French patronage on the
island of Madagascar had been published in 1792 by the Abbe Rochon (Voyage to Madagascar),but Moorcroft
was apparently unaware of this.

English pride of science may be startled at the supposition that any Orierltd
Workmall can excel English Artisans in manufacturing articles on which English
industry has long employed its powers, but such presunlption arrests the progress
of art, and candour must acknowledge superiority in the material, fabric 311d
temper of some of the Sword blades and Gwl barrels of the East: I propose to
bring on my return some Gun barrcls from Lahor for inspection by British
Gunsmiths and which cannot fail to astonish them by their beauty.
Luminously satisfactory and abundaiit as in latter years have been thc reasolliiigs and deductions on colours and on inordants and expeditious and cheap, the
modes of extracting and applying colouring matters, it will perhaps be found
that industry and long practice, stimulated by the desire of gain, have attained
a progress in the art of dyeing woollens pcrrrrorrerltly in Kashmcer, that may not
yield in general result, to the lucubrations and discoveries affected by experimental philosophy applied to the same object in Europe.
I must request the favour of your obtaining the sentiments of Mr Reding on
the matter of inviting some Kashmeerees to emigrate, and if they be favourable,
that you will bring it under the notice of the Government, as expeditiously as
possible, in any shape you may think fit.
Amongst the many thousands of individuals employed in the Shawl trade in
Kashmeer, it would probably be no dlficult task to induce two or three families
in a noiseless way to leave that country, but I submit to you that it would be
more proper, as an affair in w h c h the Government take an interest, to ask
Runjeet Singh to allow me to do t h s publicly, in passing through Kashmeer.
A belief that the water of Kashmeer is essential to produce good shawls, and
that such is not to be met with elsewhere, will prevent apprehensiolls of rivalry.
If t h s measure be determined upon a letter under cover to ~ h o o s h w a n Rau,
t
the
newswriter, directing h m to forward it to me by Qasid, will reach me. And in
such event I must further beg that you will cause it to be accompanied by a letter
of Credit or Bill for two thousand rupees to be employed by me in relieving the
pecuniary embarrassments of some families in distress, for such will be the fittest
subjects for experiment, and for furnishing way expenses.
Pattern drawers will of course be included in the detail of Artists from possessing the peculiar patterns of Kashmeer, which for a time may be
in
Europe to those of that country.
There is nothing novel in such transplantation of artists. Louis XV procured
Workmen in Muslins from India, but through the negligence of his Ministers

referred

marly of them perished through want. And Catherine II invited great numbers
of Artists in the Silk Trade, from Lyons, who had formed a Manufactory of
~rocades,that now supplies most of the north-western parts of Asia with this
'~rticle'.'
a. Excerpt from Moorcroft's notes written in Kashmir, 4 February 1823 (MSS.
Eur. D.264, pp. 43-4):
'It night border on extravagance to advocate the employment of the labour
of the hand on an occupation advantageously superseded by machinery of the
most efficient description for preparing thread suited for most fabrics of cloth.
But if it be a fact as reported that machinery cannot furnish your yarn as well
adapted for the manufacture of Shawls as that spun by hand in Kashmeer nothing
would be inore easy than to induce a few Kashmeeree failuhes to proceed to
Britain on very light terms of remuneration. Whether the introduction of the
mode of spinning yarn for shawl-cloth would afford much occupation to weakly
and indigent females in Britai~lis competently to be appreciated by individuals
now in that country, but on such a presumption the art inigllt be readily diffused.
An u~~successful
experiment was made many years ago at the suggestion, it is
believed, of Dupleix or of Le Comte de Lally to import fabrics of India, for the
purpose of establishing a mailufacture of Muslins in France. Emigrants suffered
much from the climate, and after having experienced in Paris a reception and
treatment not exactly corresponding to that they were thought to expect they
were furnished with an Asylum in one of the Grecian islands where drawings of
the occupations were taken by the late Mr Tresham and are presumed to be in
the possession of the Right Hon. Lord Cawdor. Nothing in the clinlate of
Britain is likely to prove unfriendly to the constitution of Kashmeerees, for at
thls moment in Kashmeer (Feb. 4th) the thermometer out of doors stands at
twenty-four degrees.'

GLOSSARY OF T E R M S U S E D I N K A S H M I R
SHAWL-WEAVING
' ~ r r l l i'arr~likor.
,
Needlework shawl. From Persian
'arrrli, 'worked'.
'A.di 1;s. The true Kashmiri nanie of the best
shawl-wool, derived from a Central Asivi
species of the wild tnour~tain goat, Capra
Irirrrrs.

Jhr~l. The decoration which sometimes 6.h the
ground between the cones in the heads of a
shawl (see fig. c). It means literally 'net'.
Kar~ikar.Loom-woven shawl. See also Tilikar.
(a) B i i ~ i i

Bird. Generic term for the cone, meaning
literally 'flower' (see fig. a).
Darrr. The r~~nnitig
ornanlcnt sometimes enveloping the ficld of a shawl on the inside of the
hishiyn and tariir.
Do-shila. A pair of shawls.

(d) KUNJBCTX

Hishiya. The narrow-patterned border running
down the sides of a shawl (see fig. b).

K~rr'jhfia. Comer ornament (usudy a cone)
sometimes found in each comer of the field
(see fig. d).
Kirkhinadir. The owner of a sliawl manufactory.
Kasawa, or Kasaba. A square shawl. See also
Rimdl.
Lungi. A girdle. See also Shamla.

I'hiri. Seconds yarn.
Rajhgar. Ernbroidcrer and darner.
R~irrril.Square shawl.
Scr. The head or tip of a conc (scc fig. a).
Skatrrla. A girdle. Sec also Lrrt!yi.
Shikanr. The belly of a conc (see fig. a).
Ta'litrr-gurri. Pattern-master, rcsponsiblr for
transcribing the colour-pattcrn into shorthdnd.

(c) M A T A N

Matarr. The main field of a shawl (see fig. e).
Molrkun. Shawl-broker.
Naqqish. Pattern-drawer.
P i i . The foot or pediment of a cone (see fig. a).
Pnshrnirra. The name applied in the West to true
Kashmiri shawl-cloth. From Persian yadrrrr,
'wool*.

(f) P H A L ~

Plrnli. The large-patterned border at cach end, or
head, of a shawl (see fig. f).

TarQir. Thc narrow-patterned border which runs
above and below the ,uhala, confining it (see
fig. 6).
Tarnlr-grrrg. Colour-caller.
Tilikar. Loom-woven shawl. Sec also konikor.
Tojli. The spool used for threading the coloured
weft threads of loom-woven shawls.
Ustid. Master-weaver, applied loosely to all
loom-owners, and in the late nineteentll century to overseers at the manufactories.
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possible colours have been identified from the first edition of the
~rjtislr Cololrr Corrlrcil dictiorrnry of colour star~hrds(published in 1934 by the
British Colour Council, 13 Portman Square, London, W.I), and the actual chart
numbers have been quoted. These identifications relate to the condition of the
material when examined, no allowances having been made for dirtiness or fading.
The analyses of fabrics were made by Mr R. J. Varney, formerly Assistant 111
the Indian Section, Victoria and Albert Museum, who was also responsible for
other help in comiection with the preparation of the catalogue. Where doubt was
felt about analyses, samples were sent to the Director of the Shirley Institute,
Manchester, for independent opinion.
WHEREVER

F R O N T I S P I E C EF.R A G M E N TO F S H A W L C L O T H : loom-woven, Kashnlir, I 8th century.
Wary and weft: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 88 warps to the inch.
Size: H. I ft 10 in. W. 83 in.
Collection: Calico Museum of Textiles,
Ahmedabad. Inv. No. C.14-s.14.
P L A T EI . F R A G M E NOTF S H A W L B O R D E R :
loom-woven, Kashmir, 17th century.
Warp and weft: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 96 warps to the inch.
Sire: W. 144 in. H. 52 in.
Colours: mistletoe, victrix blue, sky green,
(dark) beryl blue, cherry, on a banana ground.
B.C.C. Nos. 9.47, 101, 117, 185 and 64.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum (givcn
by Miss Gira Sarabhai in 1954). Inv. No. I.S.
7~-1954, Neg. No. G.B. 1964.
Retirarks: Thls fragnlent is probably part of the
shawl illustrated in the catalogue of the Loan
exhibition of atltiquities, Coronation Durbar,
Delhi, 1911, p. 35, pl. xv (d). There it is
described as having been 'conferred as a khil'at
by one of the late Moghul Emperors on a
Chief of Bikaner'. Another, larger fragment
of the same shawl is in the Calico Museum of
Textiles, Ahmedabad.

P L A T E2 . S H A W LF R A G M E N loo~n-woven,
T:
Kashmir, early I 8th ccntury.
W a r p and 1 u 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: z x 2 twill, with 92 warps to the inch.
S i z e : H. 11 in. W. 4 1 in. Height of flora
motif, 7 t in.
Colours: niaize, cyclanien, pink, neyron rose,
claret, victrix blue, straw, Cambridge blue,
powder blue, and white, on a banana ground.
B.C.C. Nos. 5 , 33, 35, 36, 47, 51, 191, 193, 1,
and 64.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museuni
(given by Mr N. H. Heeramaneck in 1924).
Inv. No. I.M.48-1924, Neg. No. G.587.
P L A T E3. P A R TO F A S H A W L : 10011i-wove11,
Kashmir, first half of the 18th century.
W a r p and IU$: goat-fleece.
Weave: z x 2 twill, with 68 warps to the inch.
S i z e : W. 3 ft 9 in. H. 9f in. Height of cones,
8 hi.
Colours: lichen green, rnalmaison rose, claret,
saxe blue, victrix blue, satinwood. beryl blue,
on a maize ground. B.C.C. Nos. 8, 16, 36, 45,
47. 65, 117, 2nd 5.
Collectioa: Victoria and Albert Museunl
(bought in 1913). Inv. No. 1.M.1661913. Neg.
No. G.586.

P L A T E4. T w o S H A W L F R A G M E N TloomS:
woven, Kasllmir, late 17th or early 18th
century.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
W c a v r : 2 x 2 twill, the upper fragment with
112 warps to the inch, the lower with 95.
S i z e : the upper fragment: L. 8 in. W . 52 in.;
the lower fragment: L. 8 in. W. 7 in.
Colours: the upper fragmmt: peony red,
verdigris, cinnamon 011 a vanilla ground.
B.C.C. Nos. 37,202, 204, 141;
the lower fragment: straw, saxe blue, green
niuscat. claret, mole, on a saffron ground.
BCC. Nos. 51, 45, 76, 36, 83, 54.
Collectiotr: Victoria and Albert Museunl (given
by H.M. the Queen), Inv. Nos. 1.S.14-1973
(the upper fragment) and I.s.13-1972 (the
lower fragment).
Note: From a collection of textile fragnlents
(Inv. Nos. I.S.61972 to I.S.33-1972) taken
froni the many quilted interlinings of a jacket,
part of the Rich W a r Dress of Tipu Sahlb.
Sultan of Mysore. This jacket was amongst the
trophies of Seringapatam presented to the
Crown by Lord Wellesley in 1799. Samples
were removed during recent conservation of
the jacket. The bulk of them consisted of
pashttrina fragments from Kashmir shawls.
PLATES
5 and 6. S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, late 17th or early 18th century.
W a r p atrd w$: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 116-120 warps to the
inch.
Size: L. 6 ft 10 in. W . 4 ft 2 in. Height of
cones, 5 in. approx.
Colours: red, yellow, three shades of green, on
a cream ground.
Collertior~:Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.,
Inv. No. 45.540.
P L A T E7. SHAWL:loom-woven, Kashmir, late
17th or early 18th century.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with I I4 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. g ft I in. W. 2 ft 4 in.
Colours: bottle green, old rose, claret, straw,
white and metallic gold, on a green muscat
ground.

Collertiotr: Victoria and Albert M w u n l
(bought in 1967). Inv. No. I.S.23-1g67, Neg.
No. G.A.3386.
Note: The border decoration of Horets is outlined in gold-leaf.
Fornlerly in the Jaipur Palace collection.
P L A T E8. S H A W LFRAGMENT: 100111-~0~e~l,
Kashniir, mid-18th century.
W a r p and wc$: goat-fleece.
W e a v e : z x 2 twill, with 94 warps to the inch.
S i z e : H. 12 in. W. 8) in. Height ofcones, 8a in.
Colours: blossorll pink, claret, straw, midnight,
Cambridge blue, juniper, on a banana ground.
B.C.C. Nos. 34, 36, 51, 90, 191, 192, and 64.
Collectiutr: Victoria and Albert Museuni
(bought in 1913). Inv. No. 1.M.169-1913,Neg.
No. G.587.
:
P L A T E9. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
Kashmir, first half of the 18th century.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
W e a v e : 2x 2 twill, with 88 warps to the inch.
S i z e : W . 2 ft H. 9%in. Height of cones 7$ in.
Colours: champagne, blossom pink, peony red,
saxe blue, victrix blue, beryl blue, on a cream
ground. B.C.C. Nos. 4,34,37,45,47,117, and
3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1913). Inv. No. 1.M.165-1913,
Neg. No. G.587.
P L A T E10. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, second half of the 18th century.
W a r p and LUG:
goat-fleece.
W e a v e : 2x 2 turill, with 94 warps to the inch.
S i z e : W. 3 ft I I $ in. H. 11in. Height of cones,
7f in.
Colours: champagne, maize, cyclamen P A ,
claret, forget-me-not, midnight, beryl blue,
d e l p h i u m , on a cream ground. B.C.C. NOS.
4. 5, 33, 36, 84, 90. 117, 19s. and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1913). Inv. No. I.M.302-1913, Neg.
No. G.589.
P L A T E11. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, second half of the 18th century.
W a r p and w$: goat-fleece.

Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 72 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 9 ft 4 in. W. 4 ft 4 in. Height of cones,
8 in.
~olours:cycla~rlenpink, claret, victrix blue,
barlu~a,sati~~wood,
d e l p h i u m , on a white
gound. B.C.C. Nos. 33, 36, 47, 64, 65, 195,
and 1.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum (given
by Miss M. Davis in 1915). Inv. No. I.M.171915, Neg. No. G.588.
PLATEI 2. S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashmir,
C. 1770.
Warp and wiji: goat-fleece. See Chapter I,
Note 19.
Weave: 2 x I twill, with approximately IOO
warps to the inch.
Size: L. 6 ft 32 in. W. 4 ft 4&in.
Colours: R.A.F. blue grey, eaude-nil and
white, on a cream ground. B.C.C.Nos. 156,
21, I and 3.
Collectiori: Victoria and Albert Museum (given
by Mrs V. Eley and Mrs G. L. Warren in
1958). Inv. No. T.89-1958, Neg. No. GB.
1381.
Note: A note from the donors' family states:
Brouglrtfrorn Bengal about 1770 by m y maternal
randf father, Thomas Coulson. H e was the
rrsiderrt at Copenbazaar in Dacca, Bengal.
August q t h , 1907.John Edmund Coulsort.
P L A T EI 3. S H A W LF R A G M E N T : loom-woven,
Kashmir, I 8th century.
Warp and we/t: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 93 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 2 ft 3 a in. W. 2 ft I) in.
Colours: almond green, maize, indigo, claret
and gault grey, on a cream ground. B.C.C.
Nos. 10, 5. 48, 36. 71 and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum (given
by Mrs Joan V. Winter in 1969). Inv. No.
I.S.4-1969, Neg. Nos. GA.3 3 8 8 9 .
Note: formerly in the Hyderabad (Deccan)
Palace Collection.
PLATE14. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, second half of the 18th century.
W a r p and ivejt: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 96 warps to the inch.

S i r e : W .2 ft 3 in. H. 1 ft 2 in. Hctght of cona
114 in.
Colours: neyron rose, clret, victrix blue.
banana, falcon, calamine blue, on a pale khaki
gromd. B.C.C. Nos. 35, 36, 47, 64, 130, 163,
and 72.
CoIIectior~: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1913). Inv. No. 1.M.164-1913,
Neg. No. G.591.
P L A T EI 5 . S H A w L : loom-woven, Kashnlir,
first half of the 19th century.
W a r p and IU+: goat-fleece.
Weave: t x 2 twill, with 86 wacps to the inch.
S i r e : L. j ft I ) in. W. 5 ft.
Colours: pastel yellow, claret, calamine blue,
R.A.F. blue grey, cream. B.C.C. Nos. 232, 36,
163, 156, 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum (given
by Miss Kathleen Whitehead in 1968). Lnv. No.
I.S.5-1968, Neg. No. GA.3387.
Note: Like pls. 18 and 19, an exan~pleof the
type known as a charrd-dar or tnoori-shawl.
P L A T E16. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, late I 8th or early 19th century.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 54 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 2 ft 6 in. W . I ft 9 in.
Colours: red, pink, yellow, green, a shade of
blue, on a blue ground.
Colkctiori: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.
Inv. No. 99, 163, Neg. No. 1732.
P L A T EI 7. S H A W L :loonl-woven, Kashmir,
late 18th or early 19th century.
W a r p and wefi: goat-fleece.
W e a v e : 2 x 2 twill, with 76 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 9 ft 7 in. W. 2 ft 7 in.
Coloirrs: warps are a dull green-blue; weft
colours form varicoloured square backgrounds
for flowers. Three reds, two pinks, three
oranges, three yellows, five shades of green.
two shades of green-blue, four blues, a violet
and a cream.
Collectiott : Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.
h v . No. 00.582.

P L A T E S18 and 19. S H A W L :loom-woven,
Kashmir, early 19th century.
W a r p and wr/r: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill. with 66 warps to the inch
on the centre piece, and 130 warps to the inch
on applied border.
Size: 5 ft I I in. by 5 ft 11 in.
Colours: red, pink, three blues, green, yellow,
on a creanl ground.
Collectiot~:Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.
Inv. No. 21.1333, Neg. No. 14679.
P L A T E20. S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashinir,
c. 1800.
W a r p atrd ~ r l ~ f i goat-fleece.
:
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 100 and 80 warps to
the inch.
Size: L. 13 ft 4 in. W. 4 ft 7 in. Height of floral
motif, I I) in.
Colowrs: Main ground, Brunswick green.
Wide border, victrix blue, coral, bunting
yellow. raspberry, white, on a bunting azure
ground.
Narrow border, victrix blue, Brunswick
green, bunting yellow, raspberry, on a white
ground. B.C.C. Nos. M.grd., I 0 4 W.brdr.,
47, 93, 113, 116, 159, I, and 131. N.brdr., 47,
104, 113, 159, and I.
Collection: Calico Museum of Textiles,
Ahmedabad. Ref. No. 276.
P L A T E2 I . S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashmir,
c. 1800.
W a r p and w$: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 90 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 10 ft 5 in. W . 4 ft 6 in.
Colours: cyclameil pink, peony red, victrix
blue, saffron, stone white, cedar green, delphinium, on a moss green ground. B.C.C.
Nos. 33, 37.47, ~ 4 ~ 6 80,
1 . 19s and 174.
Collection: Property of the Countess of Powis.
Remarks: This shawl is claimed on hearsay
evidence to have been brought from India by
the 2nd Lord Clive, about 1804.
P L A T E2 2 . S C A R FO R GIRDLE: loom-woven,
Kashmir, early 19th century.
Warp and wcft: goat-fleece (the edgings reinforced with silk warps).

W e a v e : z x z twill, with 96 warps to the ill&.
End borders separately woven.
S i z e : L. 9 ft 4 in. W. I ft I in.
Colours: maize, tnistlctoc, n~al~naisonIOW,
claret, victrix blitc, bunting azure, on a crcanl
g o u n d . B.C.C. NOS.5, 9, 16, 36, 47, 131, and
3.
Collection: Victoria and Albcrt Museum (given
by the National Art Collections Fund in 1c)jo).
Inv. No. 1.S.177-1950, Neg. No. M.285.
P L A T E23. P A R TO F A SHAWL: 100ni-wo~en,
Kashmir, early 19th century.
W a r p atrd wi$: goat-fleece.
W c a v e : 2~ 2 twill, with 90 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 4 ft I in. W . I ft 3 in.
Colorrrs: A ground pattern of claret, saxe blue,
straw, geranium pink, juniper, and jet black;
plus, in the border, cream, Indian yellow, and
cardinal. B.C.C. Nos. 36, 45, 184, 192, 220,
plus 3. 6, and 186.
Collection: Royal Scottish Museum, Editiburgh. Inv. No. 192-393.
P L A T E24. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, c. 1820.
W a r p and wgt: goat-fleece.
Wenve: 2 x 2 twill, with 75 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 2 ft 5 in. W. I ft 9 in. Height of large
cones, I ft 3 in. Depth of lead, I ft 3) in.
Colorrrs: ivory, maize, lichen green, nigger
brown, peony red, indigo, forget-me-not,
orchid pink, cypress green, beetroot. B.C.C.
Nos. 2, 5, 8, 20, 37. 48, 84, 106, 175, 200.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museurn
(bought in 1883). Inv. No. 1573-1883 I.S.,
Neg. No. G.3~3.
P L A T E25. S H A W LF R A G M E Nloom-woven,
T:
Kashmir, c. 1820.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 86 warps to the inch.
Size: L. I ft 114 in. W . I ft 8) in. Height of
cones, I ft I in.
Colours: maize, eau-de-nil, cyclamen piilk,
peony, indigo, ecru, calamine blue, with
peony warp threads. B.C.C. Nos. 5,21, 33,37,
48, 63, 163, plus 37 (warp threads).
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum

(bought in 1883). Inv. No. 2090-1883
Neg. No. G.324.

I.S.,

26. S C A R FO R G I R D L E : ell~broidered
with the needle, Kashmir, c. 1830.
Worked with silks on a ground of goatfleece, the latter of 2 x 2 twill, with roo warps
e r stem,
~
satin and
to the inch. The e ~ l ~ b r o i d in
darning stitches.
Size: L. 8 ft 4 in. W. 2 ft 44 in.
Colours: The centre field is cardinal red (B.C.C.
No. 186). The embroidery is blossom pink.
victrix blue, satinwood, salmon, bunting azure,
nutria, juniper, jet black, and stone white, on a
peony red ground. B.C.C. Nos. 34,47,65,91,
131, 139, 192, 220, 61, and 37.
Collec~ion:Victoria and Albert Museum (given
by Mrs Marian Lewis in 1907). Inv. No. 5011907, Neg. No. 57659.

PLATE

PLATE27. S C A R FO R

G I R D L E : loonl-woven,
Kashmir, embroidered in stem, satin and darning stitches with wool, illustrating stories from
Nizami's Kharnsa, c. I 840.
Warp and wpfr: goat-fleece.
Weave: I x I twill, with 2 x 2 twill strip at
each end. 70 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 4 ft 11 in. W. I ft 6 in.
Colours: neyron rose, rose pink, cyclamen pink,
beryl blue, bunting azure, cherry,juniper, stone
white, on a jet black ground. D.C.C. Nos. 35,
52, 53, 117, 131, 185, 192, 61, and 220.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(transferred from the India Ofice in 1879).
Inv. No. 0803 I . S . , Neg. No. 57660.

P L A T E28. GIRDLEO R S C A R F : embroidered
with the needle, probably worked by Kashrniri
emigrant in the Punjab, second half of the 19th
century.
Worked with silks on a plain m u s h ground
of66 warps to the inch. The embroidery is inlaid
oriental stitch and stem stitch.
Size: L. 4 ft 9 in. W. I ft. Height of sprays,
5 in.
Colours: maize, almond green, blossom pink,
saffron, water green, bunting azure, cherry, jet
black, on a stone white ground. B.C.C. Nos.
5, 10, 34, 54, 99, 131. IES, 220 and 61.

Colle~tion: Victoria and Albert Museum
(given by Miss M. K. Lawrence in I gzo). Ref.
No. I.M.212-1920, Neg. No. 57661.
RPmarks: This piece has unusual features. including the use of muslin for the ground. The
style, however, has points of similarity with
other Kashnlir shawls of the period (dpl. 37,
especially the treatment of the cones in the
comer of the field).
P L A T E29. P A R TO F A S H A W L : loom-woven.
Kashrmr, c. 1820.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: z x 2 twill, with 72 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 2 ft 53 in. W. I ft 74 in. Height of
large cones, I O in.
~ Height of small cones, 4 in.
Coloun: mistletoe, peony red, straw, chartreuse
(nrst.), midnight, falcon, old rose, sky
blue, delphinium, ecru on a ruby ground.
B.C.C. Nos. 9, 37, 51, 75,90. 130, 157. 162,
196,63 and 38.
Colkction: Victoria and Albert Muwum. No
Inv. No., Neg. No. G.59~.

P L A T E30. P A R TO F A S H A W L : loom-woven,
Kashmir, c. 1820.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 64 warps to the ulch.
S i z e : L. 2 ft 2 in. W. 2 ft 2 in. Height of cones,
7 in.
Colorrrs: mistletoe, nigger brown, victrix blue,
straw, strawberry ink, larkspur, on a peony red
ground. Main ground, claret. B.C.C. Nos. 9.
20, 47, 51, 182, 196 and 37. Main ground, 36.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museurn
(bought in 1883). Inv. No. 13jgb-1883 I.S.,

PLATE3 I . P A R TO F

A S H A W L : loonl-woven,
Kashmir, c. 1830.
W a r p and wrfi: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 72 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 3 ft 6 in. W. I ft 7 in. Height of large
cones, 11 in.
Colours: champagne, Ccru, midnight, bunting
azure, old rose, raspberry, ganlct on a garnet
warp; plus, in narrow border, Cambridge blue
and delphinium on a cream ground. B.C.C.

Nos. 4, 63, 131, 157, 159, and 160, plus 191,
195. and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1883), Inv. No. 2084a-1883, Neg.
No. G.320.
P L A T E32. P A R TO F A SHAWL: ~ O O ~ - W O V ~ I I ,
Kashn~ir,c. 1825.
W a r p nrrd luej: goat-fleece.
Weave: z x 2 twill, with 75 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 2 ft 5 in. W. I ft 5 in. Height of large
cones, 104 in. Depth of lead, 14in.
Colours: blosso~llpitlk, peony red, spectrunl
blue, turqi~oise green, apricot, garnet, jet
B.C.C. Nos. 34, 37,
black, on a crealn
86, 121, 143, 160, 220 and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1883). Inv. No. zo81a-1883 I.S.,
Neg. No. M.705.
P L A T E33. P A R TO F A S H A W Lloom-woven,
:
Kashmir, c. I 830.
W a r p and weji: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 94 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 4 ft 4 in. W. 2 ft 6 in.
Colours: nigger brown, claret, peony red,
lemon, garnet, cypress green, juniper, delphinium, on a cream !ground. B.C.C. Nos. 20,
36,37,52,160, 175,192,195 and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1883). Inv. No. 1685-1883 1.5..
Neg. No. G.321.
P L A T E3 4. S H A W L :loonl-woven, Kashmir,
c. 1830.
W a r p and w e j : goat-fleece.
Weave: zx 2 twill, with:
84 warps to the inch.
60 ,, ,, ,, ,, w h t e ground.
I 10
,, ,, ,, ,, narrow border.
Size: L. 9 ft 8 in. W. 4 ft 7 in. Height of cones,
I ft I+ in.
Colours: cream, Indian yellow, claret, peony
red, straw, midnight, old rose, sky blue,
Cambridge blue, juniper, delphinium, jet
black on a cream centre ground. B.C.C. Nos.
3,6, 3637, 51,90,157,162,19r, 192, 195,220
with 3 (centre ground).
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1883). Inv. No. 2000-1883 I.S.,
Neg. No. M.1566. Colour slide No. 46688.

P L A T E35. S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashir,
early 19th century.
W a r p and w 4 : goat-fleece.
W e a v e : t x 2 twill, with 82 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 9 ft 11 in. W. 4 ft r in. Five rows of
cones, height of each cone, 23 in.
Cololrrs: blosso~npink, claret, straw (traces),
beryl blue, nutria, geraniu~rlpink, delphiniulll
(two shades),jet black (darns), on a champagne
ground. B.C.C. Nos. 34, 36, 51, 117, 139, 184,
195, 250 and 4.
Note-In almost every case the brown thread
(nutria), has been replaced with black daniing.
Collectior~:Victoria and Albert Museunl (bcqueathed by Sir Michael Sadler in 1948). Inv.
No. I.S.95-1948, Neg. No. M.649.
Remarks: Shawls with designs of this type were
made without interruption from the late 18th
century until the mid-19th. For an example
dustrated in a Rajput miniature dated 1795,
see H. Goetz in Jahrbirclr der Rtiatisclre Kunst,
vol. i, pl. 39.
P L A T E3 6 . S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashniir,
c. 1830.
W a r p and luej: goat-fleece.
W e a v e : 2 x 2 twill, with 86 warps to the inch.
S i z e : L. 12 ft 3 in. W. 4 ft 2 in. Height oflarge
cones, 14in. Height of small cones on
24 in.
Colours: maize, cyclamen pink, peony red,
midnight, beryl blue, delphmium, beetroot,
jet black, on a crealn ground. B.C.C. NOS.5 ,
33, 37,90,117,195, 200, 220 and 3.
Collectiot~: Victoria and Albert Museunl
(bequeathed by Sir Michael Sadler in 1948).
Inv. No. I.S.96-1948, Neg. No. G.322.
P L A T E37. R E V E R S I B LSEC A R Floom-woven,
:
some pattern-outlines needle embroidered,
Kashmir, 1865.
W a r p and w c 9 : goat-fleece.
W e a v e : z x 2 twill, with IOO warps to the inch
in the main pattern and ga warps to the inch
in the border.
S i z e : L. 8 ft 4 in. W. I ft 5 in.
Colo~rrs:malachite green, ruby, saffron, marigold, amaranth pink, beryl blue, garter blue,
pansy, cardinal, jet black, cream, on a cream

pound. B.C.C. Nos. 23, 38, 54, 56, 107, 117.
132, 180, 186,220, and 3.
~ollertiorr:Victoria and Albert Museum (transferred from the India Ofice in 1879). Inv. No.
01104 I.S., Neg. No. M.284.
~ote-Attached to this scarf is a label which
reads: 'Scarf of quite new fabric. Shows the
sanle on both sides. Locality: Kashmir. Exhrbitor: DewSn Kirpa RIm. Price E37 12 0.'
Catalogue of the British Section, Paris Univ.
Exhibition of 1867. London. 1868. Group iv,
Class xxxii, no. 12 (p. 289).
PLATE
38. M A N ' SO V E R C O A T : made up from
Kashnlir shawl-cloth, loom-woven, early 19th
century.
Warp and wejl: goat-fleece.
Weave: t x 2 twill, with 80 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 4 ft. W. (across sleeves) 5 ft 2 in.
Colours: maize, malmaison rose, claret, saxe
blue, victrix blue, geranium pink, Cambridge
blue, on a cream ground. B.C.C. Nos. 5, 16,
36,45,47. 184, 191 and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1928). Inv. No. I.M.32-1928, Neg.
No. G.1026.
PLATE3 9. S H A W L :loom-woven, Kashmir,
c. 1870.
Warp and wrft: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twill, with 82 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 10 ft 6 in. W. 4 ft 113 in.
Colours: cream, hdian yellow, malachite
green, petunia, peacock blue, jet black, on a
Union Jack Red ground. B.C.C. Nos. 3,6,23,
108, 120, 220, and 210.
Collection: Property of Mrs MacCormack, 23
Courtfield Gardens, London, S.W.5.
PLATE40. SHAWL:loom-woven, Kashmir,
mid-19th century, backed and used as a curtain.
Warp and wdt: goat-fleece.
Weave: 2x 2 twlll, with 96 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 10 ft 2 in. W. 4 ft 6 in. Height of large
cones, 2 ft 3 in.
Colours: (dark) malmaison rose, claret, peony
red, ruby, straw, green muscat, sky green,
cardinal, jet black, with centre ground Ccru,
pattern warp cardinal and narrow border

banana. B.C.C. Nos. 16, 36, 37, 38, 51, 76,
161, 186, azo with 63, 168 and 64.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museum
(given by H.H. The Maharaja Bahadur Sir
Prodyot Coomar Tagore in 1933). hlv. No.
1.M.14-1933, Neg. No. M.283.
PLATE4 I . S H A W Lloom-woven
:
and finishedoff with the needle, Kashmir, c. 1865.
Warp and w 4 : goat-fleece.
Weave: 2 x 2 twill, with 84 warps to the inch.
Size: L. 7 ft 4 in. W. 7 ft 2 in.
Colours: guardsman red, old rose, beryl blue,
mastic, bunting azure, cossack green, pea
green, neyron rose, carrot, nlaize, violet, ruby,
gold, pigeon grey, golden brown, ~naytlower
lilac, almond shell, C~LUI,
green muscat, stone
white, and jet black. B.C.C. Nos. 126, 157,
117, 167, 131, 105, 172, 35. 144, 5, 17% 38,1141
189, 74, 228, 67, 98, 76, 61 and 220.
Collcctiorr: Victoria and Albert Museum
(bought in 1954). hlv. No. I.S.8-1954, Neg.
No. GA.3385.
a),
P L A T E42
S T O 44. M A ~ - s ~ ~ w r ( n a k s hwool,
embroidered in multi-coloured wools with a
pictorial map of Srinagar, Kashmir, third
quarter of the 19th century.
The ground consists of rectangles of twillweave wool, seamed together. O n this ground
the enlbroidery has been worked in fine wools,
mainly in darn-stitch, satin-stitch and stemstitch, aeating on the surface the effect of a
woven design.
An embroidered Persian inscription is set at
regular intenrals round the border, and further
inscriptions are scattered among the buildings.
Size: L. 7 ft 6 in. W. 6 ft 6 in.
Colours: beryl blue, white, honey bird, turquoise blue, bunting azure, bottle green,
almond green, golden brown, b u g straw,
cardinal, peony red, claret, blossom pink, eaude-nil, vanilla, olive wood, signal red, old
gold, oyster grey. jet black and cream. B.C.C.
Nos. 117, I, 119, 118, 131, 25, 10, 74, 66, 51,
186, 37, 36, 34, 21. 141, 205. 208, 115, 31, 220
and 3.
Collection: Victoria and Albert Museunl (given
by Mrs Estelle F d e r in 1970). Lnv. No. I.S.
31-1970, Neg. Nos. GA.1526 to GA.1530.
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